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ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE, AND THE
ADMINISTRATION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
STANLEY M. BECKY
Toronto
The history of'liberty has largely been the history of observance
of procedural safeguards .
Mr . Justice Frankfurters
On August 11th, 1966, two officers of the Metropolitan Toronto
police force entered the premises of Robert Steinberg under a
valid search warrant. The warrant authorized them to seize any-
thing that might be evidence that Steinberg was keeping a common
betting house.' While in the house, the police planted an electronic
listening device which was monitored by another officer and a tape
recorder in a truck parked nearby. The police re-entered the house
the next day and retrieved their microphone. On the basis of the
evidence seized on the original entry, and of telephone conversa-
tions recorded on the tape, Steinberg- was convicted and sentenced
to three months in jail and a fine of $10,000.00.
On appeal, counsel for Steinberg argued that the tape re-
cordings were inadmissible by reason of the police conduct. The
rule as to admissibility of illegally obtained evidence' was said to
have been altered by sections 1(a) (the right to enjoyment of
property) and 2(d) (protection against self crimination) of the
Canadian Bill of Rights.'
The Ontario Court of Appeal, through Mr. Justice Aylesworth,
dismissed the Bill of Rights argument in two lines without giving
reasons; affirmed the rule that the method of obtaining evidence
does not affect its admissibility ; noted that there was sufficient
*Stanley M. Beck, of Osgoode Hall Law School, York University,
Toronto. I am grateful to my research assistant, Mr. Richard Evans, of
the second year class at Osgoode Hall and to Miss Judy Morgan of the
library staff for her cheerful help under difficult conditions . I am in-
debted to my colleague, Professor Paul C. Weiler, who read the manuscript
and made many helpful criticisms and suggestions .
'McNabb v. United States (1943), 318 U.S . 332, at p. 347.' Criminal Code, S.C., 1953-54, c. 51, as am., s . 176. This type of general
search warrant in gambling cases is authorized by s. 171.
'Attorney-General of Quebec v. Begin (1955), 112 C.C.C. 209 (&C.C.).
4 S.C., 1960, c. 44.
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evidence other than the tapes to support the conviction, and dis-
missed the appeal.' The court, however, was disturbed by the
conduct of the police . It did not have "the appearance of justice"
and "the appearance of justice is an important element to be
considered in criminal matters"! The fine was therefore reduced
from $10,000.00 to $5,000.00 .
This simple case raises vital issues affecting the administration
of criminal justice in Canada . The first, and most obvious issue,
is the use by the police of electronic surveillance-wiretapping and
eavesdropping. A related, but much broader, and ultimately more
important issue, is the role of the judiciary in controlling police
practices, whether through giving content to the Bills of Rights
or using their discretion to exclude evidence . It is these two issues
that will be dealt with in this article. Extensive reference will
be made to the experience in the United States as a similar debate
over electronic surveillance is going on there. Moreover, the part
played by the American judiciary in supervising police conduct
through the development of exclusionary rules and application of
their Bill of Rights provides an informative contrast to the atti-
tude of the Canadian judiciary .
1 . Electronic Surveillance : Extent and Methods.
The first questions to be asked are what is the present extent of
electronic surveillance in Canada and what are the methods em-
ployed? The answers, briefly, are that there is enough evidence
to conclude that its use is extensive, and that the methods are as
technologically dazzling as television and the movies have led us
to believe .
Extent
Unlike the United States, where there have been a number of
legislative inquiries into electronic surveillance,' there have, with
one exception, been no studies of the problem in Canada . A series
of recent events in Toronto and Vancouver have, however, shown
"Regina V . Steinberg, [19671 1 O.R . 733 (coram Aylesworth, McLen-
nan and Evans M .A.) .
' Ibid ., at p . 736.
'Wire-Tapping, Eavesdropping, and the Bill of Rights, Hearings Beforethe Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Committee onthe Judiciary, 86th Cong., 1st Sess . (1959) ; Wiretapping for National
Security on the Judiciary, Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Senate
Committee, 83rd Cong ., 2nd Sess . (1954) ; N.Y . State Joint Legislative
Comm. to Study Illegal Interception of Communications Report, Legis.
Doe . No . 53 (1956) ; Calif. Senate Judiciary Comm., Report on the Inter-
ception of Messages by the Use of Electronic and Other Devices (1957) .
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enough of the tip of this particular iceberg to indicate" that the
amount of wiretapping and eavesdropping in this country is in-
deed enormous .
The one inquiry was in Vancouver in 1967 by R. A. Sargent,
a retired judge of the British Columbia County Court, under the
British Columbia Public Inquiries Act.' The event that led to the
inquiry was a public allegation by an official of the Pulp and Paper
Workers of Canada that rooms in a Vancouver hotel where the
union was holding its convention were "bugged" by a private
detective employed by a rival union. Although the Commission's
terms of reference' did not exclude inquiry into the extent of
electronic listening by the police, the inquiry was in fact limited
to its use by business and private detectives ." That this should
have been so is -both unfortunate and strange as the private
detective involved was a former member of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police who had been recommended by two officers of
the force's security branch who were clearly involved in checking
the activities of the union officers . Indeed, the Minister of Justice
invoked the Official Secrets Act to prevent the Commissioner
from ascertaining exactly what the role of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police in the affair was."
Although this article is primarily concerned with police prac-
tices, any proposed legislation must take account of the private
use of electronic surveillance . Moreover, the Canadian public
should be aware of the full extent of electronic listening as private
surveillance is as much a threat to their individual liberty and
personal security as official surveillance . The Sargent Report
provides the only guide to private listening in a major Canadian
city. Evidence revealed the following types of surveillance :
Car sales firms use "bugged booths" to listen in to the cus-
tomers' conversations and thereby ascertain, among other things,
what was the minimum price they would take for their used cars,
and what other factors would induce them to purchase."
Dance studios also use two-way intercom systems to listen
in on their customers," presumably to enable them to make the
most effective sales pitch. Dance studios in the United States are
' R.S .B.C., 1960, c. 315.
'British Columbia Report of the Commission of Inquiry Into Invasion of
Privacy (1967), p. 2, hereinafter cited as the Sargent Report .
"Vancouver's Chief Constable did submit a brief outlining the police
case for electronic surveillance, ibid ., pp. 48-49.
"Official Secrets Act, R.S.C ., 1960, c. 198.
"Sargent Report, op. cit., footnote 9, pp . 6-7.
"Ibid ., pp. 11-23. "Ibid ., p . 23 .
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said to use trained psychologists as listeners in order to prepare
the most effective appeal to the customer .
Health studios use the same equipment as dance studios and
for exactly the same purpose, although both the health and dance
studio witnesses testified that one of the main uses of listening
was to protect their employees from perverts." Real estate and
finance companies have also been reported to use the same listen-
ing techniques .
Private detectives use listening equipment extensively . Typi-
cal cases cited were where one partner leaves town and wants
to record the activities of the other partners;" in matrimonial
cases to secure evidence for a divorce action ;" by parents to check
on their children's conversations ;" to tap stockbrokers' lines to
obtain information"-one detective testified he got a lot of work
"de-bugging" stockbrokers' telephones .-," by employers to check
on employees ;" and to trace obscene phone calls . 2'
That the same practices are carried on across the country is
indicated by the disclosure of a major American manufacturer
of electronic listening equipment that his sales in 1965 were over
thirty million dollars and that fifteen per cent of this total-
four and one-half million dollars-were from sales in Canada."
In Toronto, the York Board of Education recently refused
to give ratepayers details about listening devices installed in the
schools . The Board would only say that the devices were used to
counter vandalism . ° ' In Pointe aux Trembles, Quebec, the City
Hall was wired so that the Mayor and others could eavesdrop
on private conversations from their cars. The City's building in-
spector told a provincial inquiry that the Mayor suspected the
City engineer of trying to award paving and snow removal con-
tracts to companies other than those favoured by the Mayor."
Two major American studies are also instructive as to the ex-
tent of private listening ." Among the instances of its use are the
following : to bug the houses and offices of the executives of
Schenley Industries when they were considering a confidential bid
for the purchase of Schenley stock ;' in the construction industry
to discover a competitor's bid ;`' in industries such as the chemical
is Ibid., p . 24 . Is Ibid ., p . 35 . "Ibid ., p . 36 . '$ Ibid ., p . 36 .
Is Ibid., p . 36 . 2° Ibid., p . 36 . "Ibid ., p. 37 . 22 Ibid ., p. 36 .
"Toronto Star, Aug. 31st, 1966 .
24 Toronto Globe and Mail, Oct. 29th, 1968, p. 5 .
25 Ibid ., Oct. 31st, 1968, p. 2.
"Westin, Privacy and Freedom (1967) ; Dash, Schwartz and Knowlton,
The Eavesdroppers (1959) .
2"Westin, op . cit., ibid., p . 104 . 28 Ibid .
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drug, design and electronics, where trade secrets are vital;29 to
learn a competitor's secrets in a contested pipeline route applica-
tion before the Federal Power Commission;" in Detroit to gain in-
formation about new car models;" extensively by businesses to
monitor their own executives and employees;" by dissident stock-
holders in proxy fights ;" by employers to monitor union ac-
tivities ;" extensive tapping of lawyers' conversations with clients
in business, labour and government ;" by the press to record
private political meetings;" (the most recent example being the
bugging of the hotel room of Hubert Humphrey at the Democatic
Convention by a reporter for the National Broadcasting Com-
pany) ; and of course the widespread use in matrimonial affâirs
(about forty to seventy-five per cent of a private investigator's sur-
veillance according to Westin's informants) .' This list is only a
partial one, but it does reveal enough to create an Orwellian
image not of 1984, but of 1968 .
The extent of police use of electronic listening can only be
estimated from those few cases in which electronic evidence has
been introduced in court, from other fragmentary reports, and
by extrapolation from the American evidence.
There have not been more than six or seven cases in Canada
in which electronically recorded evidence has been used to secure
a conviction . However, four have all been within the past few
months which would indicate its use is on the increase . Steinberg"
in 1967 is one of the recent examples in Ontario. In September
of this year a young woman was convicted in Toronto of attempt-
ing to procure the murder of her boy friend's wife, partially on the
evidence of six hours of tape recording." In October, a Toronto
man was convicted of attempted bribery of a magistrate on the
basis of taped evidence ." Also in October, recordings of a con-
versation in a Toronto doctor's office were introduced in a case
charging attempted extortion. The judge exercised his discretion
to rule the tapes inadmissible and the accused was acquitted."
In October, recordings of taped telephone coversations were
introduced for the first time in a criminal trial in British Columbia.'
In 1963, two men were convicted of bribery and conspiracy in
Saskatchewan after a trial in which tape recordings were ad-
Ibid., p . 104. 3° Ibid., p . 105 . 31Ibid. 32 Ibid.
a3 Ibid 34 Ibid . "Ibid ., p. 109 . 31 1bid., p. 110 .
311 Ibid ., p . 111 . 38 Supra, footnote 5 .
39 Toronto Globe and Mail, Sept . 19th, 1968, p . 1 . .
40 Ibid., October 12th, p . 5 . 41 Ibid., October 8th, p . 3 .
42 Ibid., October 2nd, p . 6 .
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mitted."And in Manitoba an employee was convicted of theft and
breaking and entering in 1956 on the basis of telephone con-
versations recorded by his employer."
The incident which aroused the greatest controversy with
respect to electronic listening, however, was not a criminal trial
but a public inquiry" conducted by Mr. Justice Campbell Grant
of Ontario . The inquiry was into the conduct of two Toronto
magistrates and their fitness to perform their duties . At the hearings
it was revealed that the police had tapped the telephone of one
Vincent Alexander from March 31st to May 27th, 1968, and had
recorded sixty hours of conversation . Some of the calls were be-
tween Alexander, a man with six theft convictions, and one of
the magistrates in question . Mr . Justice Grant admitted a "master
tape" that contained the conversations that were relevant to the
inquiry ."
The revelation that the Toronto police had tapped a man's
telephone for two months raised a storm of controversy in the
Ontario Legislature" and editorial demands" that police tapping
and eavesdropping be legislatively curbed . Why this particular
case aroused such public feeling is not certain, but it was un-
doubtedly a combination o£ the fact that two members of the
judiciary were involved and the realization that the police could
tap a man's telephone for two months without any authorization
and without anyone but a few officers ever knowing-as indeed no
one else would have known but for the fact of Alexander's con-
versations with Magistrate Bannon."
The disclosure of electronic surveillance in seven criminal cases
and two public inquiries would seem to indicate that its use by the
police in Canada is very limited . But disclosure of such sur
veillance in court or before an inquiry is truly like sighting the
tip of an iceberg . The fact that a few instances are revealed in-
4a Regina v. Sommerville, [19631 3 C.C.C. 240 (Sask . C.A.) .
"Regina v. Foll (1956), 19 W.W.R . 661, affd (1957), 21 W.W.R .
481 (Man . C.A.) .
45 Under the Ontario Public Inquiries Act, R.S.O ., 1960, c . 323 .
45 Ontario, Inquiry Re Magistrate Frederick J . Bannon and Magistrate
George W. Gardhouse (1968), pp . 11-24, hereinafter cited as the Grant
Report .
47 Toronto Globe and Mail, June 28th, 1968, p. 1 and July 9th, 1968,
p . 4.48 Ibid., July 10th, 1968, p. 6 ; September 27th, 1968, p . 6 ; October 9th,
1968, p. 6 ; and Toronto Star, July 2nd, 1968, p. 6 .
49 Alexander's telephone was tapped because of police suspicion of his
involvement in a series of burglaries, not because of any suspicion of a link
with the Toronto Magistracy. To the date of this writing, Alexander has
not been charged with any crime since his telephone was first tapped on
March 31st, 1968 .
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dicates that a great deal is going on. For the police, on their own
admission, use wiretapping and eavesdropping not as a tool to
gather evidence for presentation at trial, but as an aid to investiga-
tion-to keep under surveillance those they suspect of crime.
Samuel Dash, a former Assistant District Attorney of Philadel-
phia, states in his book The Eavesdroppers" that law enforcement
tapping:
. . . is done only for the purpose of aiding investigation and never
for the purpose of collecting evidence . The statute prohibiting wire-
tapping, (in California) of course, makes this policy necessary . How-
ever, police say that even if they were allowed to use wiretapping evi-
dence, they would prefer not to do so, but to use their wiretapping only
to obtain leads."
Aside from the fact that secret surveillance is highly desirable
from a police point of view, disclosure of such surveillance in
court inevitably leads to a public demand for controls. The police
would be quite content to have the admission of wiretap and
eavesdrop evidence barred in court-as long as they were free
to use it for investigative purposes . This attitude of the police
was confirmed to me in conversations with officials of the Metro-
politan Toronto police force who described the investigative as-
pects of electronic listening as "something more than snooping
and something less than a search for specific evidence under a
search warrant" .
Even where wiretapping is permitted only under court order,
there is evidence that the number of orders granted does not
give an accurate account of its actual use. A New York District
Attorney testified that in 1952 police in that city obtained
480 court orders." However, Dash (a former District Attorney)
told the Senate Subcommittee that on his direct observation of
the checking of wiretap equipment by New York police officers,
and from reports from plainclothesmen, he estimated that in the
course of a year the New York police operated at least 13,000
taps and possibly twice that number." A former telephone com-
pany employee who had worked with New York plainclothesmen
told Dash that for every ten taps authorized by the court there
were ninety illegal taps." Westin also told the Subcommittee that
so Dash, op . cit ., footnote 26 .
-"Ibid., p. 165. Dash quotes similar expressions of opinion from the
police in Chicago, New York and Las Vegas.
"Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Ri~hts of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 86th Cong ., 1st Sess. (1959), pt. 3,
p. 546, hereinafter cited as the 1959 Hearings.
"Ibid., p. 521 . "Dash, op. 'cit ., footnote 26, p. 68 .
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his investigations led him to conclude that there was "a good
deal of wiretapping without obtaining court orders" ." In his book,
Dash quotes police officers from Chicago, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, New Orleans and Las Vegas to the same effect ."
Secret surveillance is just too easy and effective a method of in-
vestigation for the police to forego. It would be irrational to
assume that the attitudes of the Canadian police are any different
from those of their American counterparts . My limited investiga-
tions indicate that they are exactly the same.
To sum up, the limited number of public disclosures of police
use of electronic surveillance in Canada does not indicate limited
use . On the contrary, the expressed police preference for its use
for investigation only, and their expressed desire to keep evidence
of it out of court, makes the fact of a number of disclosures within
the past year indicative of increasing and probably frequent police
use . Moreover, electronic surveillance is just in its infancy in
Canada . Now that the Ontario," Manitoba" and Saskatchewan"
Courts of Appeal have ruled on its legality and the admissiblity
of evidence gathered by it, there is every reason to believe that
its use will greatly increase .
Methods
The Sargent Report" in Canada, and the works of Westin"
and Dash" in the United States again provide the essential in-
formation . If McLuhan is right, no citizen over the age of ten
years will be surprised by the electronic wizardry evidenced by the
listening devices. But I suggest that we will all be a little surprised,
and perhaps alarmed, to realize that the marvellous gadgets we
see in the spy shows on our television screens are readily available
for relatively few dollars to the private and official listeners . They
are essential tools of the business of listening and watching . The
sophistication of the equipment lends validity to the following
comment and prediction :
It is becoming increasingly possible to invade privacy without tres-
passing-that is, to invade it by remote control . Man can now photo-
graph from afar, conceal microphones in tiepins, observe by closed-
"Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 85th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1958), pt . 2,
p . 206 .
"Dash, op . cit., footnote 26, pp. 35-285 .
"Regina v. Steinberg, supra, footnote 5 .
"Regina v. Foll, supra, footnote 44.
"Regina v. Sommerville, supra. footnote 43 .6O Supra, footnote 9, pp. 27-40 . 61 Op . cit., footnote 26, pp. 69-90.
62Op . cit ., ibid., pp . 305-381 .
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circuit television, tap telephone lines, pick up conversations in another
room by the use of electronic devices, and determine the content of
mail without opening it . There is no reason to doubt that the tech-
nology will continue to improve-probably at a geometric rate-and
that by the year 2000 it will be possible to place a man under constant
surveillance without_ his ever becoming aware of it . Moreover, since the
culture will become cognizant of this advance, men' will live with the
constant possibility that they are under surveillance without ever being
able to be sure whether this is so."
Modern technology makes possible three general types of
surveillance ; physical surveillance, psychological surveillance and
data surveillance ." Although each type can constitute a threat
to individual privacy, this article is confined only to physical
surveillance, and only to the listening devices. Physical surveil-
lance, properly understood, includes observing a person's location,
acts, speech or private writing without his knowledge." Some of
the more common listening, devices, almost all of which were
described to Judge Sargent as being used in Canada, are as
follows:
Microphones that through micro-miniaturization have been re-
duced to the size of a match-head. The transmission range is from
300 feet to more than a quarter of a mile. These tiny mikes can
be placed inside a telephone, a flower pot, a picture frame or in
any other object in the room . A common practice is to tape them
to the underside of furniture. No wires are required for the FM
microphones which have a built-in battery-operated radio trans-
mitter . They can give a constant transmission for five days with
a one and one-half ounce battery. (These FM transmitters are
sold under such trade names as the "Sugar Lump", "Tiny Tattler",
"Little Sentry", and "Tiny Tim".)" It was presumably such a
device that was used by the Toronto police in Steinberg.
When entry into the room to plant the "bug" is not possible,
a contact microphone (lima-bean size) can be attached to the
opposite side of a wall in the room . When sound waves set up by
speech strike the wall, the contact mike picks up enough of the
vibration to permit accurate recordings' When the walls are too
thick, a variation on the contact microphone, a "spike-mike" is
used . The vibrations are transmitted through spikes (the size of a
small nail) to contact mikes and then recorded."
sa Kalven, The Problems of Privacy in the Year 2000, in Daedalus,
(Summer, 1967), at pp . 876-877 .
s4 Westin, op . cit ., footnote 26, p . 68 . es Ibid.
"Sargent Report, op . cit., footnote 9, pp . 30-31 .
11 Westin, op . cit., footnote 26, p . 75 . 68 Ibid. p. 76 .
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The most sophisticated development for recording speech from
a closed room is a tiny device that uses a reflector made of a
thin diaphragm and a microwave antenna . The device is activated
by a microwave beam that goes through solid walls and has a
range of a city block . When activated it sends the vibrations in the
room to an outside receiver and the conversation is recorded."
If a window is left open a directional microphone can "zero
in" and pick up speech from a room across the street ." The same
type of microphone is used to listen to conversations out of doors .
If a party to a conversation wants to record it he can use
either a fountain pen or tie clip microphone . The speech can be
recorded by equipment a block away, or by a recorder smaller
than a package of cigarettes in the party's pocket . (A tie clip
recorder was supplied to Toronto Magistrate David Coon by the
police before he talked to Francis Choma. Choma was subse-
quently convicted of bribery.)"
The most common method of listening to both sides of a
conversation is the telephone tap . The classic method is the
direct cut into telephone wires and splices into a set of earphones .
The development of the induction coil, however, has made direct
cut tapping almost obsolete . The great advantage of the coil,
about two inches in size, is that it does not require breaking
into the telephone wires or equipment . It is merely placed near
the telephone and, as it is in the magnetic field carrying the
voice signal, draws off some of that signal and carries it to a
receiver for recording. The recorders do not require constant
attendance as they may be set to turn on automatically when the
telephone receiver is lifted . Induction coils can also be used as
portable devices when carried in a pocket and wired to a pocket
recorder.
The equipment described above, and its extensive use, is not a
forecast of the future, but a fact of life in Canada today . The
vital question for society then is what controls on its use exist and
are they adequate? Whether they are adequate depends on how one
answers such complex questions as what is the proper balance to
be struck between public order, that is, crime control, and in-
dividual liberty and security ; what in fact are the dimensions
of crime in Canada and do they require increased police powers ;
who in society will control police powers and by what meaningful
methods; and does the cry for increased police powers deflect
"Ibid., p. 77 . '° 1bid ., p. 76 .
71 vlobe and Mail, Oct. 12th, 1968, p. 5 .
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our attention from the real problems of crime and their possible
solution?
11 . Electronic Surveillance: The Law.
For the purpose of discussing the legality" of electronic surveil-
lance it is necessary to separate wiretapping--the interception of
a conversation along a telephone line-from all other third party
eavesdropping . The reason is that there are both federal and pro-
vincial statutes that deal with interference with telephone lines and
equipment. The real legal issue, however, is the admissibility in a
criminal trial of evidence acquired by any form of eavesdropping.
For if the judicial rule is that relevant evidence is admissible re-
gardless of how it is obtained, then it is irrelevant, for the purposes
.of the trial, whether the method of acquisition contravened a Tele-
phone Act, exceeded the search provisions of the Criminal Code,
offended against a rule of evidence, or was contrary to the tenets
of the Bill of Rights. (It may, of course, be very relevant for a
public prosecution, a private right of action, or administrative
discipline.)
The Anglo-Canadian case law is barren of any appreciation or
discussion of the problems posed for the administration of justice
by the new technology. Judicial concern has centered almost ex
clusively on the reliability of the recordings and the opportunities
for tampering. That this should be so is a natural consequence of
the "everything that is relevant is admissible" rule . Exclusionary
rules, on the other hand, require that the judiciary determine, not
in the abstract, but on a hard look at the facts of individual cases,
the proper balance to be struck between police power and in-
dividual rights . They also provide a framework within which the
development of new methods of search and surveillance may be
examined, and accepted, restrained or rejected . This process of
judicial adjustment within the context of exclusionary rules is
nowhere better illustrated than in the decisions of the United
States Supreme Court with respect to electronic listening from
the time of the first case in 1927- to its most recent ruling in 1968.
These decisions will be examined after a survey of the Anglo-
Canadian jurisprudence on eavesdropping and the admissibility
of illegally obtained evidence .
"There has been very little consideration of the problem in Canadian
legal literature : Chorney, Wiretapping and Electronic Eavesdropping (1964-
65), 7 Crim . L.Q . 434 ; Cornfield, The Right to Privacy in Canada (1967),
25 U. of T . Fac. L. Rev . 103 . Mr. Justic e Grant discussed the matter in
his inquiry report, op cit., footnote 46, pp. 11-24.
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Canada
The first case of eavesdropping to come before the courts in
Canada resulted from an employer's surveillance of his plant rather
than from police investigation . In Foll;" the employer had planted
a tape-recorder that was activated when the light in the room was
turned on . The accused's voice was recorded making incriminating
telephone calls and he was charged with breaking and entering .
After satisfying himself that the recording had not been revised or
interfered with, and that the voice had been identified as that of
the accused, Mr. Justice Freedman admitted the recording . In
doing so, he relied on the admission of recorded evidence in two
civil cases" and a brief report of a criminal case (which did not
give the judge's reasons) in the Criminal Law Review."
The Manitoba Telephone Act," however, prohibits wiretapping
and it was argued that the recording was inadmissible for that
reason. Although he held the Act did not apply because there had
been no interception of messages passing along the telephone wires,
it is important to note that Mr. Justice Freedman was of the
opinion that the rule as to the admissibility of illegally obtained
evidence would have prevailed even if the recording had contra-
vened the Act." His Lordship, however, was concerned to point
out that he was not faced with a case in which the eavesdropping
had been done by the police . He observed that if this were so, it
might raise some problems with respect to the law of confessions .
The United States Supreme Court has also expressed concern
about the relationship between police eavesdropping and the rules
relating to confessions and self-incrimination .
In Sommerville" the accused was convicted of attempting to
bribe a police officer . An important part of the evidence was a
tape recording of his conversation with the officer . In upholding
the admission of the recording, the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal
relied on a civil case" and two short comments in the Canadian
Bar Review" and the Criminal Law Review." Neither of these
comments discussed the complex legal and social problems in-
volved in electronic listening . Both assumed that the problem in
as Supra, footnote 44.
"Reliable Toy Co . v. Collins, [1950] O.R . 360; Harry Parker Ltd, v.
Mason, [1940] 2 K.B . 590.va [1956] Cr . L. Rev. 442. "S.M., 1955, c. 76, s . 36 .
"Supra, footnote 44, at p. 664. 'Supra, footnote 43 .
"Hauer v. Hauer, Reid and Jubenville (1959), 18 D.L.R . (2d) 742
(Sask. C.A.) .
"Comment (1957), 33 Can. Bar Rev. 558." Auld, The Admissibility of Tape Recordings in Criminal Proceedings,
[1961] Crim . L. Rev. 598.
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criminal cases is the same as that in civil cases : have the record-
ings been altered and can the voices be identified? Both questions
were answered satisfactorily and the evidence was admitted.
The only other reported Canadian case dealing with electronic
eavesdropping is Steinberg," the facts of which have been noted
above. There are some essential differences between Steinberg,
and Foll and Sommerville that must be noted. Foll involved the
recording of one side of an employee's conversation by his em-
ployer . Sommerville was a case of the recording of a conversation
by one of the parties to it, the words spoken constituting the
actual offence. Steinberg was a case of police officers entering
a home under a search warrant which authorized them to seize
anything which might be evidence that an offence under section
179 of the Criminal Code (keeping a common gaming house) was
being committed. While in the house they planted the listening "de-
vice and then left with the evidence they were authorized to seize.
They then kept Steinberg under electronic surveillance for ap-
proximately twenty-four hours, returning the next day to retrieve
the microphone .
These facts raise the vital issue in police use of electronic
eavesdropping . It is that such listening is a return to the practice
of the general search, a practice condemned and prohibited by
the English courts in the eighteenth century." A practice which
was one of the aggravating factors that led to the American Revo-
lution and supplied the reason for the Fourth Amendment to the
United States Constitution" which banned them." And a practice
which is proscribed under section 429 of the Canadian Criminal
Code . It is noteworthy that the requirements that must be met
under section 429 before a place may be lawfully searched are
almost exactly the requirements of the United States Fourth
Amendment. They are that a judicial officer must be satisfied upon
oath that there are reasonable grounds to believe that articles
relating to a specific crime will be found at the place; that the
things to be seized must be specifically identified ; and that the
"Supra, footnote 9.
$3 Entick v. Carrington (1753-70), 19 Howell's State Trials 1029 .
s4 Lasson, The History and Development of the Fourth Amendment to
the United States Constitution (1937) ; Boyd v. United States (1886), 116
U.S . 616.
"Article IV: "The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures,
shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue but upon probable cause,
supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to
be searched, and the persons or things to be seized ."
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fruit of the search must be returned to the judicial officer . Then,
and only then, (apart from arrest) may a citizen's right to security
of his person and property be lawfully interfered with . Moreover,
the courts have made it clear that search warrants are not to be
used to carry out a general search . The warrant must be suf-
ficiently particular to enable the police officer to know exactly
what it is that he is to seize."
The general warrant was a device favoured by the Court of
Star Chamber to examine the files and papers of political suspects.
A typical example is a warrant issued in 1593 which authorized
messengers to search for and arrest everyone suspected of publish-
ing libels "and for that purpose to enter all houses and places
where any such shall be remaining"." In 1640 the Star Chamber
was abolished and general warrants condemned . But their value
to officers of the Crown who desired to discover and silence all
opposition was such that they continued to flourish . Finally, two
judgments of Lord Chief Justice Camden, in which he denounced
and voided general warrants, led to Parliament declaring that they
were universally invalid, except as authorized by an Act of Parlia-
ment."
The first case was Huckle v . Money" which arose out of a
warrant issued by the Secretary of State authorizing his messengers
"to make strict and diligent search for the authors, printers and
publishers of a seditious and treasonable paper . . . and them, or
any of them, having found, to apprehend and seize, together with
their papers"." Lord Camden (then Chief Justice Pratt) held the
warrant invalid . "To enter a man's house by virtue of a nameless
warrant", said the Chief Justice, "in order to procure evidence, is
worse than the Spanish Inquisition ; a law under which no English-
man would wish to live an hour" ."
In Entick v, Carrington, " another writ issued by Lord Halifax
came before Lord Camden . The writ was specific as to the person,
the journalist John Entick, but general as to the papers to be
"Schumlatcher v. Attorney-General of Saskatchewan and Salterio J.P.
(1960), 129 C.C.C . 267, 33 W.W.R . 132 (Sask. C.A .) ; R . v . Solloway &
Mills, [1930] 3 D.L.R . 770 (Ont. C.A .) ; Re United Distillers Ltd., [19471
3 D.L.R. 900 (B.C.S.C .) ; Re Worrall, [1965] 2 C.C.C . I (Ont . C.A .) .
"Lasson, op . cit ., footnote 84, p. 27.
"Ibid., pp . 43-50 .
"(1763), 95 E.R . 768 ; See also Wilkes v. Wood (1766), 98 E.R . 489,
( 1753-70), 19 Howell's State Trials 1153 .
so Lasson, op. cit., footnote 84, p . 45 .s' Ibid ., p. 44 . The judgment was affirmed by the Court of King's Bench
(1765), 97 E.R . 1050 .
92 Supra, footnote 83 .
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seized . In voiding thé warrant, the Lord Chief Justice com-
mented :93
If this point should be decided in favour of the government, the secret
cabinets and bureaus of every subject in this Kingdom would be thrown
open to the search and inspection of a messenger, whenever the Secre-
tary of State shall see fit to charge, or even to suspect, a person to be
the author, printer, or publisher of a seditious libel. A person's house is
rifled, his most valuable papers are taken out of his possession, before
the paper, for which he is charged, is found to be criminal by any com-
petent jurisdiction, and before he is convicted of writing, publishing, or
being concerned in the paper. Such, is the power, and therefore one
would naturally expect that the law to warrant it should be as clear in
proportion as the power is exorbitant.
It is remarkable that the Supreme Court of the United States has
used the history of the general warrant, and Lord Camden's
judgment in Entick v. Carrington, as the foundation upon which
to build a jurisprudence of civil liberties within the context of the
Fourth Amendment," while the Canadian courts have been con-
cerned only to admit relevant evidence regardless of the methods
used to obtain it.
Electronic eavesdropping of the kind used in Steinberg and
described in the Grant Report" is a general search of a kind never
dreamt of by the Star Chamber. How much better for those in
authority to be able to secretly survey a suspect's activities than
to have to announce their search by physical entry. How much
better to be able to act without having to secure a judicial grant
of authority and without having the exercise of the warrant subject
to judicial scrutiny . How much better to be able to silently search
on mere suspicion, rather than to have to swear to the probable
presence of particular property that relates to a specific crime. In
1763 Lord Camden described the discretionary power of law
officers to search "wherever their suspicions may chance to fall"
as a practice "totally subversive of the liberty of the subject" . 96
How much worse the unchecked police practice of 1968 of carry-
ing out, but rarely revealing, electronic searches based on sus-
picion?
The conduct of the Metropolitan Toronto police as described in
"Ibid., at p. 1064 .
"Boyd v. United States, supra, footnote 83 ; Weeks v. United States
(1913), 232 U.S . 383; Wolf v. Colorado (1949), 338 U.S. 25 ; Mapp v.
Ohio 1961), 367 U.S . 643 . See particularly the dissent of 1V4r. Justice
Douglas in Warden v. Hayden (1966), 381 U.S. 294, at pp . 312-325.
ea Op . cit., footnote 46 .
"Wilkes v. Wood, supra, footnote 89, at p. 1167 (St . Tr.) .
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the Grant Report is a classic example of official interference with
an individual's right to privacy without due process of law . There
had been a sharp increase in burglaries in Toronto in late 1967
and early 1968. The police suspected one Vincent Alexander who
had a record that included six theft convictions . Wiretaps were
placed on his telephone line from March 31st to May 27th, 1968.
Over sixty hours of telephone conversation were recorded . To the
date of this writing Alexander has not been charged with any
crime . The recorded conversations with Magistrate Bannon that
led to the Grant inquiry were a fortuitous result of the tapping.
It is important to note that the police did not apply to secure a
warrant to search Alexander's house . The reason, presumably,
was that there was no evidence upon which a judicial officer could
properly act . Hence the extra-legal decision to search, and to
continue to search for fifty-eight days, without warrant. Legal
technicians may object that there was no search within section 429
of the Criminal Code as there was no physical entry into the house .
Moreover, the Ontario Telephone Act" does not make it an offence
to wiretap per se . Therefore, there was nothing "extra-legal" about
the police decision to eavesdrop . There is no law that forbids it .
Section 429 dates from 1886,"e a time at which electronic sur-
veillance was not contemplated . What was contemplated-entry
into a man's house to search for tangible property-was allowed
only in a few instances subject to judicial control . What is sought
to be protected by search and seizure laws, whether found in a
criminal code or in a constitution, is not a man's property but his
right to privacy . The right to be free from official interference in
any aspect of his life, whether it be his person, his papers or his
communications, except according to law . Electronics have made
a man's thoughts and speech as susceptible of search and seizure
as his files and papers . Accordingly the law, whether through judi-
cial extension of section 429, application of the Bill of Rights, or
specific legislation, must be made to protect them .
It is unlikely that the Canadian judiciary would stretch section
429 to cover electronic surveillance . Its words are too specifically
directed to tangible property that is "in a building, receptacle or
place" . What is to be hoped for, however, is that some creative
judge, alive to the fundamental issues involved, will give content to
the fine phrases of the Canadian Bill of Rights by declaring
electronic search to be contrary to its intent.
" R.S.O ., 1960, c. 394, s . 112 . °s R.S.C ., 1886, c . 174, ss 51-52 .
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The Bill of Rights
Counsel in Steinberg argued that the eavesdropping in that
case was contrary to sections 1(a) and 2(d) of the Bill of Rights.
The Ontario Court of Appeal contented itself with holding that
neither ". . . of these sections . . . [are] applicable to or governing
the facts at bar. . ." .q9 Counsel argued, and the court repeated
the argument,"' that the police action had breached the accused's
right to "enjoyment of property" within section 1(a) . But with
respect, the issue was not the right to enjoyment of property but
"the right not to be deprived thereof except by due process of
law" . Moreover, it would have been better to argue that it was
"security of the person" not property, that the accused had been
deprived of by the police action."' Section 1(a) reads as follows:
(a) the right of the individual to life, liberty, security of the person and
enjoyment of property, and the right not to be deprived thereof except
by due process of law.
What process of law preceded the police deprivation of Robert
Steinberg's and Vincent Alexander's personal security-their right
to privacy? The right to security of the person must, if it means
anything, include the right to privacy; in this case the right to keep
confidential one's communications . If one cannot speak without
fear that the government is listening, then the Bill of Rights has
been reduced to a collection of words in a statute book . Search
and seizure laws "interpose a magistrate between the citizen and
the police". 1° 2 In the absence of laws dealing with wiretapping and
eavesdropping, the courts must interpose the Bill of Rights be-
tween the citizen and the police .
The due process of law clause, whether in the Bill of Rights
or in the proposed constitutional Charter of Human Rights,"' pro-
vides a touchstone which the Canadian courts can use, if they
are so minded, to fashion a jurisprudence of criminal procedure.
When the Bill of Rights was before the House of Commons, there
was considerable debate as to what interpretation would be given
to the phrase "due process of law". The narrowest interpretation
would be "according to existing law", and therefore any of the
rights granted could be taken away by a validly enacted law, re-
gardless of how unjust." : The broader interpretation is that it
9' Supra, footnote 5, at p. 735. 100 Ibid.
101 "Security of the person" was argued in the appellant's memorandum
of fact and law. I do not know whether counsel pressed it in oral argument .
The court did not mention it in its judgment.1os Warden v. Hayden, supra, footnote 93, at p. 304, per Brennan Y.
103 Trudeau, A Canadian Charter of Human Rights (1968) ....Tarnopolsky, The Canadian Bill of Rights (1966), p. 158. Dean
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must be "interpreted as a limitation on law which to a degree of
unreasonableness affects personal liberties or property"."' This is
the meaning that the Minister of Justice indicated that the govern-
ment intended, and he expressed the hope that the Canadian courts
would look to the American experience in so interpreting it ."'
The American experience is particularly relevant as it is the
due process clause in the Fourteenth Amendment that the United
States Supreme Court has used to apply the Fourth Amendment's
guarantee against unreasonable search and seizure to the criminal
procedure of the States ."' (The first eight amendments to the
United States Constitution, the Bill of Rights, are really a Federal
Bill of Rights and are not applicable to the states ."' The Four-
teenth Amendment, passed in 1868, provided that no state shall
". . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law . . ." . Any citizen who feels he has been deprived by
state law of any of the rights guaranteed to him by the first eight
amendments must therefore seek the protection of the Fourteenth
Amendment. The Supreme Court has thus been constantly faced
with the problem of giving content to "due process of law" .)
Reference to four of the leading cases is sufficient to illustrate
the elastic quality of due process in the hands of a court prepared
to stretch it to cover changing challenges to civil liberties . The
issue in Pallco v. Connecticut... was the right of a state to appeal
from an acquittal. . . in a criminal trial . The appellant claimed to be
entitled, through the Fourteenth Amendment, to the Fifth Amend-
ment's protection against double jeopardy . The Supreme Court
was urged to hold that whatever would be a violation of the Bill
of Rights if done by the federal government was equally unlawful
by force of the Fourteenth Amendment, if done by a state. The
court refused to adopt such a broad proposition. It took a more
general approach that left a wider ambit of discretion to the states .
Tarnopolsky's section on due process, pp. 148-158, contains a much more
detailed study of the matters referred to above.roa Rand, Except by Due Process of Law (1961), 2 Osgoode Hall L.J .
171, at p. 187.
'°I Special Committee of the House of Commons on Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms-Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence (1960),
pp. 441-442.r°' Alapp v. Ohio, supra, footnote 94.
1',' Barron v . Baltimore (1883), 7 Pet. 243 ; Permali v . First Municipality
of New Orleans (1845), 3 How. 589.ios (1937) . 302 U.S. 319.
"'The accused had been charged with murder in the first degree. A jury
found him guilty of second degree murder and the State appealed . The
appeal was upheld and a new trial ordered. At the second trial a verdict
of first degree murder was returned and a death sentence passed.
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Was the right- in question one that was "implicit in a concept of
ordered liberty"?... If so, state law could not abridge it ; if not,
the states were free to act. An example of the former would be
the right to freedom of speech ; of the latter, the right to trial by
jury. 1n the instant case, the right of a state to appeal when it
alleges there has been substantial legal error was held not to violate
any of the appellant's fundamental rights .
The issue in Adamson112 was the validity of a provision in the
California Penal Code that allowed a court to comment upon the
failure of an accused to explain or deny evidence against him. The
accused argued that the provision, in effect, compelled him to give
testimony against himself. The Supreme Court held that due pro-
cess guaranteed the accused the right to a fair trial, but that to
require (not coerce) testimony from an accused is not necessarily
contrary to that right."' A more important aspect of the judgment
for our purposes, however, is the opinion of Mr. Justice Frank-
furter with respect to the scope to be given to due process.
Following Mr. Justice Cardozo's decision in Palko," Mr. Jus-
tice Frankfurter not only said that the Fourteenth Amendment did
not incorporate all the protections of the Pill of Rights, he also
contended that the due process clause had an independent func-
tion . The first eight amendments could not possibly contemplate
all the abuses of freedom which might reveal themselves in the
course of time .
Judicial review of the guaranty of the Fourteenth Amendment in-
escapably imposes upon this Court an exercise of judgment upon the
whole course of the proceedings in order to ascertain whether they
offend those canons of decency and fairness which express the notions
of justice of English-speaking peoples even toward those charged with
the most heinous offences . These standards of justice are not authorita-
tively formulated anywhere as though they were prescriptions in a
pharmacopoeia. But neither does the Due Process Clause imply that
judges are wholly at large. The judicial judgment in applying the Due
Process Clause must move within the limits of accepted notions of
justice and is not to be based upon the idiosyncracies of a merely per-
sonal judgment . The fact that judges among themselves may differ
whether in a particular case a trial offends accepted notions of justice
is not disproof that general rather than idiosyncratic standards are
applied. 115
This "independent function" of the due process clause was
111 Palko v. Connecticut, supra, footnote 109, at p. 325.11 . Adamson v. California (1947), 332 U.S . 46 .
113 This holding was subsequently overruled in Malloy v. Hogan (1964),
378 U.S . 1 .
'"Supra, footnote 109. "'Supra, footnote 112, at pp. 67-68 .
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demonstrated by Justice Frankfurter in Rochin."' During a struggle
with the police, the accused swallowed two capsules . He was
taken to a hospital where his stomach was pumped and the cap-
sules retrieved . They were proved to contain morphine . The ac-
cused argued that his Fifth Amendment privilege against self-
incrimination had been breached. The Supreme Court had decided
in Adamson,"' however, that the privilege was not applicable to
state criminal procedure . Nevertheless, Mr. Justice Frankfurter
used the due process clause to reverse the conviction . "The police
conduct", he said, "shocks the conscience . . . . States in their
prosecutions [must] respect certain decencies of civilized conduct .
Due process of law, as a historic and generative principle, pre-
cludes defining, and thereby confining, these standards of conduct
more precisely than to say that convictions cannot be brought
about by methods that offend a sense of justice . . . . ..
The supervisory powers inherent in a due process clause were
made manifest by the Supreme Court in Mapp v. Ohio."' Twelve
years prior to Mapp, in 1949, the court had held"" that the Fourth
Amendment prohibited unreasonable search and seizure by state
officers . At the same time it declined to rule that illegally obtained
evidence was inadmissible in a state court. In Mapp, the court
changed its mind and applied to state proceedings the exclusionary
rule that had been in force in the federal courts since 1913.' 21 The
court's change of mind was not one of caprice, but was based on
a study of criminal procedure in the states . As long as there was
no exclusionary rule, state officers were tempted to, and often did,
obtain evidence by unlawful means . Thus the only way to make
"'Rochin v. California (1952), 342 U.S . 165 .
l'r Supra, footnote 112.
"s Rochin v. California, supra, footnote 116, at p. 172. Some due pro-
cess cases, however, do evidence idiosyncratic rather than general stan-
dards. In Irvine v. California (1954), 347 U.S. 128, the court upheld a
conviction which involved repeated illegal entries into the accused's house
to install and move around a microphone in order to eavesdrop for over
a month. Mr. Justice Frankfurter dissented on the basis of Rochin . Chief
Justice Warren, joined by Justices Black and Douglas, also dissented. Black
and Douglas JJ . have always rejected "selective incorporation" in applying
the Bill of Rights to the states . They have continually urged that the only
safe course is to apply the entire Bill of Rights to the states . Their view
has never prevailed, although the court, on a "selective incorporation" basis,
is slowly applying each of the amendments to state criminal procedure.
Mapp . v. Ohio, supra, footnote 94, would now control in a case like Irvine,
and Afalloy v. Hogan, supra, footnote 112, has overruled Palko and Adam-
son. Gideon v. Wainwright (1963), 372 U.S . 335, applied the Sixth Amend-
ment's right to counsel and Duncan v. Louisiana (1968), 88 S. Ct . 1444,
applied the same amendment's right to a jury trial in a criminal case.
"' Ibid. 12° Wolf v. Colorado, supra, footnote 94 .
121 Weeks v. United States (1913), 232 U.S. 383.
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meaningful the right to privacy guaranteed by the Fourth Amend-
ment, and incorporated in the due process clause, was to apply
the exclusionary rule to the states .
What is likely to be the attitude of the Canadian courts in in-
terpreting the due process clause? Will they take up Judge Rand's
challenge to use it to apply to the law a standard of reasonable
ness?". Will they look to the American experience and view due
process as an "historic and generative principle" that dictates that
law and procedure be subjected to canons of decency and fairness?
The experience since the passage of the Bill of Rights in 1960 is
too limited to draw any conclusions, although the few cases that
there are, are not encouraging.
The Supreme Court of Canada has twice had the opportunity
to define due process but has declined to do so . Both cases in-
volved deportation orders under the Immigration Act. Their is
suance was alleged to have been contrary to due process of law.
In Rebrin,"' Chief Justice Kerwin said "There was no infringe-
ment as the appellant has not been deprived of her liberty except
by due process of law"."' In Yuet Sun,"' he declared that the
applicant "has not been deprived of her liberty except by due pro-
cess of law" ."'
In Martin,"' the Alberta Appellate Division seemed to take
both a narrow and broad approach at the same time . The accused,
who was charged with impaired driving, had been given a number
of physical tests without being warned that the evidence might be
used against him. It was argued that the conviction had not been
according to due process of law. The court upheld the admissibility
of the evidence and concluded:
It would be difficult, indeed unwise, to attempt an inclusive definition
of the phrase "due process of law" except to state that in my view in
the case at bar it means the law of the land as applied to all the rights
and privileges of every person in Canada when suspected of or charged
with a crime, and including a trial in which the fundamental principles
of justice so deeply rooted in tradition apply.' 28
Two other cases... in which the clause was argued do not contain
... Op. cit., footnote 105...aRebrin v. Minister of
S.C.R . 376."' Ibid., at p. 381 .'..s Louie Yuet Sun v. The Queen, ,[1961] S.C.R . 70 .126 Ibid ., at p. 72 .
"'Regina v. Martin (1961), 35 C.R. 276.128 Ibid ., at p. 290, per MacDonald J.A ...s Re Spence (1961), 37 W.W.R . 481 (Man. Q.B .) ; Reginaet al. (1962), 38 C.R . 234, 39 W.W.R . 321 (B.C . Mag. Ct .) .
Citizenship and Immigration et al., [1961]
v. 7ensen
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any significant analysis, although in one a magistrate assumed
"that due process and the law of the land are synonymous" . 130
The one case which has arisen since 1960 which was particu-
larly ripe for the application of due process standards of criminal
procedure was Steinberg."' The facts, and the court's rejection
of the Bill of Rights argument, without reasons, have already been
noted . On the narrowest possible construction of due process-
that it only means "according to existing law"-there was still
room for the Ontario Court of Appeal to act . For no lawful pro-
cess whatsoever preceded the police action in monitoring the
accused's conversations . The search warrant which was used as the
ruse to enter the house to plant the microphone, authorized the
police to "seize anything found therein that may be evidence that
an offence under section 176 . . . is being committed . . ." . It did
not authorize the police to remain in the house and listen to the
accused's every word for twenty-four hours . Yet this in effect is
what they did through their electronic equipment . Under present
law, as noted above, no lawful warrant could issue to validate such
conduct . There was no process of law. On the contrary, the whole
history, purpose and language of the search and seizure provisions
in the Criminal Code are against our law ever validating such a
gross invasion of the citizen's right to privacy. If the facts of
Steinberg do not yield to a due process determination, it is
difficult to imagine facts that would.
The fact that a search warrant could not be obtained to wire-
tap or eavesdrop was well known to the Metropolitan Toronto
police. In 1947 the Ontario Provincial Police and the Bell Tele
phone Company arranged a test case to determine whether a
warrant would issue to trace telephone calls."' With the aid of
the Attorney General's department a search warrant was drawn
up and issued by a justice of the peace against a suspected book-
maker . As agreed, Bell moved to quash the warrant and the case
came before Chief Justice McRuer." 3 In quashing the warrant the
Chief Justice said :134
. . . the fundamental thing is that the purpose of the search warrant is
to secure things that will in themselves be relevant to a case to be
proved, not to secure an opportunity of making observations in respect
of the use of things, and thereby obtain evidence. In this respect, I think
the warrant is defective and an order will go quashing it.
130 Regina v. lensen, ibid., at p . 326 .
131 Supra, footnote 5 . 'az Cornfield, op . cit ., footnote 72, at p . 113 .
"'Re Bell Telephone Co. of Canada, [1947] O.W.N . 651, 89 C.C.C.
196 .
'34Ibid., at p. 655.
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Although the warrant was directed to tracing telephone calls,
the Chief Justice's judgment is equally applicable to a warrant
that would seek to authorize wiretapping or eavesdropping.
The Exclusionary Rule
A due process determination that would have excluded the
recorded evidence in Steinberg would have meant the abandon-
ment of the "admissible if relevant" rule in the Canadian courts .
A due process standard, once- formulated, would be applicable
to all evidence obtained otherwise than according to a lawful
process. It becomes necessary to ask, therefore, whether it would
be sound policy to change the rules with respect to the admissi-
bility of illegally obtained evidence?
The case that sanctified the rule that illegally obtained evi-
dence, if relevant, is admissible against an accused is the judgment
of the Privy Council in Kuruma 135 The accused had been stopped,
stripped and searched by two constables while cycling along a
highway in Kenya. Two rounds of ammunition and a pocket knife
were found in his shorts . He was sentenced to death for being in
unlawful possession of ammunition under the emergency regula-
tions then in force. The regulations provided, however, that such
a search could only be carried out by a police officer of or above
the rank of assistant inspector. Thus the case was appealed to the
Privy Council on the ground that the evidence had been illegally
obtained and was therefore not admissible .
Lord Goddard C.J ., reached back to 1861 to find a case to
support his ruling that if the evidence is relevant ". . . the court
is not concerned with how the evidence was obtained"."' In
Leatham,"° Crompton J., had said : "It matters not how you get
it ; if you steal it even, it would be admissible"."' Lord Goddard
cited a civil case ... to the same effect and observed : "There can
be no difference in principle for this purpose between a civil and
a criminal case.""' Moreover, the Judicial Committee was of the
opinion that the admissibility of illegally obtained evidence was
"plainly right in principle" .141
In an incredible display of shoddy scholarship in so important
a case, Lord Goddard completely misinterpreted Scottish and
"'Kuruma v. The Queen, [19551 A.C . 197 (P.C .) . For a trenchant
criticism of Kuruma see Note (1955), 33 Can. Bar Rev. 721.
i3s Ibid., at p. 203 . 137 (1861), 8 Cox C.C . 498.
~33 Ibid ., at p. 501 . 1ss Calcraft v. Guest, [18981 1 Q.B . 759.... Kuruma v. The Queen, supra, footnote 135, at p. 204.
'41 Ibid ., at p. 203.
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American cases to the opposite effect that were cited to him .
Laurie v. Muir" is the leading Scottish case in which the Full
Bench of the High Court of Justiciary was specially convened to
decide the point. The court held that illegally obtained evidence
was not necessarily admissible . The rule was to be that unlawful
police conduct had to be excused by the circumstances of the
case before the court would exercise its discretion to admit it . Yet
Lord Goddard cited Laurie v. Muir as supporting "the view that if
evidence is relevant it is admissible" . 143
With respect to the American decisions that excluded illegally
obtained evidence, Lord Goddard appeared to think that they de-
pended on the unconstitutionality of admitting such evidence . But
there is nothing in the Fourth Amendment that prohibits admis-
sion . The exclusionary rule is one of judicial implication to make
meaningful the guarantee against unreasonable searches . As we
have seen, unreasonable searches by state officials are unconstitu-
tional, but until the decision in Mapp" 4 in 1960, illegally obtained
evidence was admissible in state courts . In other words, the ex-
clusionary rule in the United States is a result of the United States
Supreme Court's answer to a question that the Judicial Committee
did not ask itself : Can the laws that protect the citizen against
official interference with his property and person be any protection
if the courts give their sanction to illegally obtained evidence?
Lord Goddard left open one ground of exclusion . " . . . [1]n a
criminal case the judge always has a discretion to disallow evidence
if the strict rules of admissibility would operate unfairly against an
accused.""' Lord Goddard thought that "if a document had been
obtained from the defendant by a trick . . . the judge might properly
rule it out"."' Finally, Lord Goddard emphasized that their Lord-
ships were not qualifying in any way the rule with regard to the
admissibility of confessions ."'
The Supreme Court of Canada has never directly considered
the point. It is unfortunate, however, that Chief Justice Kerwin,
in obiter, adopted the Kuruma ruling in Begin."' The accused was
convicted of motor manslaughter on evidence obtained from a
blood test that indicated he had been drinking . He had consented
to the test but was not warned that it might be used against him in
14°-119501 S.C . (J) 19 .
143 Kurutna v. The Queen, supra, footnote 135, at p. 204.
"Mapp v. Ohio, supra, footnote 94 .
14' Kuriuna v. The Queen, supra, footnote 135, at p. 204.
14& Ibid. 141 Ibid., at p. 205.
14' Attorney-General of Quebec v. Begin, supra, footnote 3 .
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evidence . The Chief Justice ruled that no warning was necessary
as blood tests were not analogous to admissions and confessions.
His Lordship then observed that the results of the test would have
been admissible even if the accused had not consented (and, it
must follow, the police had assaulted him) ."' Such an important
matter of judicial policy should not be decided by an offhand
obiter comment.
It is interesting to note that there is a long line of cases dating
back to 18861$° in which Canadian trial and appellate courts have
upheld the rule that illegally obtained evidence is admissible if
relevant . In England, on the other hand, there were no cases from
1870 until the judgment in Kuruma (on appeal from Kenya) in
1955 . This may well be indicative of a difference in police prac-
tices in the two countries. And such a difference may well justify
a change from the "`admissible if relevant" rule . (Of course the
number of cases in which the rule is invoked does not give an
accurate picture of police conduct. If there is no exclusionary rule,
there is no motive to argue that the evidence was illegally ob-
tained.)
Two other judicial rules should be contrasted with the rule
as to illegally obtained evidence . The first is the confessions rule .
If a confession is not shown to have been freely and voluntarily
made, that is, if it was, induced by promise of favour or fear of
threat, it is not admissible ."' The rationale for the rule is that a
confession that is not voluntary is not trustworthy. But an equally
important rationale surely is that the courts will not be party to
police conduct that forces a confession from an accused, whether
through force or promise. The exclusionary rule is a judicial check
on police practices.
Another judicial rule, not uniformly applied in Canada, is that
there is no jurisdiction to try an accused who has been illegally
arrested without a warrant. If a trial is held, a conviction will be
quashed on appeal . Here the rationale is clearly the protection of
the public from unlawful police interference . Again judicial rules
"s Ibid., at pp. 211-212 .
"IR . v . Doyle (1886), 12 O.R . 347 (Ont. Q.B.D .) ; The King v. Honan
(1913), 20 C.C.C . 10 (Ont. C.A.) ; R . v. Lee Hai et al . (1935), 64 C.C.C .
49 (Man. C.A.) ; R . v. Duroussel (1933), 59 C.C.C. 263 (Man . C.A .) ;
R . v. Kostachuk (1930), 54 C.C.C . 189 (Sask. C.A .) ; Paris v. The Queen
(l957), 118 C.C.C. 405 (Que . Q.B . App . Div.) ; R . v . McNamara (1951),
99 C.C.C . 107 (Ont . C.A.) .
lsl Boudreau v. The King, [1949] S.C.R. 262, 97 C.C.C. 1 ; Ibrahim v.
The King, [19141 A.C . 599 .
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are used to check police conduct. The matter was put succinctly
by the Chief Justice of Alberta:"'
While the difficulties in enforcing the law are great, particularly in cer-
tain classes of cases, it is essential, if respect for the observance of the
taw is to be expected from the public, that those charged with its en-
forcement should be most careful in its observances .
Why ought the courts to be party to illegal police searches
when they refuse to be party to illegal use of force or illegal arrest?
Is it that entering a person's home under a defective search war
rant is seen to be less offensive than police brutality, or seizing a
citizen without a warrant? Surely such fine lines ought not to be
drawn . It is not the function of the courts to make themselves party
to illegal police conduct so that relevant evidence might be ad-
mitted. A coerced confession may be very relevant, and the courts
are quite able to determine whether it is trustworthy. It is the
function of the court to stand between the citizen and the police
and to refuse to countenance police action that is outside the law .
There are values in a criminal trial that transcend the conviction
of the guilty .
The Scottish rule of discretion, which often works as an ex-
clusionary rule in practice, provides an informative contrast to the
Anglo-Canadian rule of admissibility .
In Laurie v . Muir," inspectors for the Milk Marketing Board
searched the accused's premises under a warrant which they
erroneously, but in good faith, believed to authorize the entry .
A three-judge bench of the High Court of Justiciary considered
the question of the admissibility of such importance that they
referred it to a Full Bench for a ruling . Lord Cooper, for the
court, laid down the discretionary rule that "an irregularity in the
obtaining of the evidence does not necessarily make the evidence
inadmissible" ."' The irregularity would "need to be excused"
from the circumstances of the case before the evidence would be
admitted . In the instant case, the evidence was excluded, not-
withstanding that the inspectors acted in good faith . "Persons who
possess powers of search under a warrant", said Lord Cooper,
"ought to know its limits" .1515
Lord Cooper applied the
M'Govern ."' The accused, who
went voluntarily with the police
rule a few months later in
was suspected of safecracking,
to the station . While there, but
"'Rex v. Bottley (1929), 51 C.C.C . 384 (Alta App . Div .), per Harvey
C.J.A ., at p . 387 .
'"Supra, footnote 142 . 154 Ibid., at p . 24. 155 Ibid. . at p . 26 .
"IM'Gorern v . H.M. Advocate . [19501 S.C . (J) 133 .
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before he was arrested and without his consent, his fingernails
were scraped. Traces of the explosive used to blow open the safe
were found and formed an important item of the evidence, almost
all circumstantial, at the trial . The High Court said it was not
disposed to excuse the police conduct. If the apprehension and
charge of the accused were justified, they should have preceded
not followed the examination of his person . Lord Cooper observed
that laws that seek to control official interference. with the person
were necessary for the protection of the public . "The principles
under which police investigations are carried out must be adhered
to with reasonable strictness.""'
The discretionary rule was extended in Turnbull ... to the
fruits of an illegal search carried out under a valid arrest . The
warrant was directed to the files of a particular client of the ac
cused accountant . Other files were also removed which resulted
in four new charges of fraud . In excluding the evidence, Lord
Guthrie ruled that seizure of property not referred to in the
warrant was the equivalent of searching without a warrant .
To reach the opposite conclusion would largely destroy the protection
which the law affords to the citizen against invasion of his liberties by
its requirement of the specific warrant of a magistrate for interference
with these liberties .ts9
The ruling that the Scottish courts would have made on the
facts of Steinberg is clear beyond doubt . There is a passage in
Laurie v . Muir"' that describes the police conduct in Steinberg : tst
That principle [the discretionary principle of fairness to the accused]
would obviously require consideration in any case in which the departure
from the strict procedure had been adopted deliberately with a view to
securing the admission of evidence obtained by an unfair trick .
An exclusionary rule has been in force in the United States
federal courts since the decision in Weeks.. . in 1913 . This has
meant that the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the most respected
and effective law enforcement agency in that country, has had
to operate within the confines of the rule since that date. The
ureau has its critics on a number of scores, but there seems to be
general agreement on its high standard of conduct in connexion
with investigation, arrest and detention . A standard infinitely
higher than that displayed by most metropolitan police forces .
Undoubtedly, the Federal Bureau of Investigation's much stiffer
ts' lbid., at p . 135 .tsa 1I.M. Advocate v . Turnbull, [1951] S.C . (J) 96 .tse Ibid ., at p . 102, per Lord Guthrie . 1" Supra, footnote 142 .
'fit Ibid ., at p . 27, per Lord Cooper. t" Supra, footnote 1.21 .
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entrance requirements and consequent sense of elitism is part of
the reason, as is the fact that they deal with a different criminal
element and perform a different function than do the metropolitan
police . But another part of the reason surely is that the federal
courts have demanded a high standard and have been slow to
countenance any departure from it . (The "high standard" is
nothing more than an insistence on compliance with the law-
surely not an odd position for a court to take.)
In Weeks,"' the accused's home was searched and evidence
seized by officers acting without a warrant . The Supreme Court
justified the judicial creation of the remedy of exclusion by con
tending that without it the "right to be secure against such searches
and seizures is of no value, and . . . might as well be stricken
from the Constitution"!" The efforts of law enforcement officials
"to bring the guilty to punishment" were not to be aided by
sacrificing the rights guaranteed to all citizens .
Almost forty years later, in 1949, the court divided on the
question of whether the exclusionary rule was to apply to pro-
ceedings in state courts."' As has been noted above, Mr. Justice
Frankfurter held that the security of one's privacy against arbi-
trary intrusion by the police was implicit in "the concept of
ordered liberty" and the Fourth Amendment was therefore ap-
plicable to the states through the due process clause . But the
remedies deemed appropiate for breach of the right might well
vary and the states did not have to adopt, as England had not,
the remedy of exclusion . Moreover, the law provided other reme-
dies . A private tort action for trespass or false arrest against
the offending officers, public prosecution if the criminal law has
been violated, and administrative discipline within the police force,
are all remedial possibilities .
The minority were of the opinion that the exclusionary rule
should be applied to the states for the same reason Weeks had
applied it to the federal government-the rights guaranteed by
the Fourth Amendment cannot be secured without it . Mr . Justice
Murphy also took up the important point of alternative remedies .
He concluded that to talk of alternatives conveyed the false "im-
pression that one possibility is as effective as the next" . " . . . there
is but one alternative to the rule of exclusion . That is no sanc-
tion at all . . . ."'s' Tort actions are not likely to be brought by the
types of people who are the victims of illegal searches . If action is
Ibid. tea Ibid., at p . 393, per Mr . Justice Day .'es Wolf v. Colorado, supra, footnote 94 . "1 Aid., at p . 41 .
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brought, damages for trespass will only be nominal. Even if they
were more than nominal, there is every likelihood the police of-
ficers involved would not have the resources to pay them . As to
public prosecution or administrative discipline, prosecutors and
senior police officials are not likely to proceed against the men
they work with and depend upon every day."' ". . . one remedy
exists to deter violations of the search and seizure clause . That
is the rule that excludes illegally obtained evidence:""'
In 1Vlapp v. Ohio,"' the court reversed its holding of twelve
years earlier, and applied the exclusionary rule to state criminal
proceedings. An examination of state practices indicated that
without exclusion there would indeed be "no sanction at all" . The
court was quite aware that it was inviting the criticism that it
was putting judicial roadblocks in the path of police efforts to
convict the guilty . "There are those who say, as did Justice (then
Judge) Cardozo, that under our . . . exclusionary doctrine `[t]he
criminal is to go free because the constable has blundered' . In
some cases, this undoubtedly will be the result. But . . . `there is
another consideration-the imperative of judicial intergrity'. The
criminal goes free, if he must, but it is the law that sets him free .
Nothing can destroy a government more quickly than its failure to
observe_ its own laws . . . ."1'°
The conclusion that the very existence of a government may
be destroyed if the courts sanction illegal search and seizure may
seem to be a spectacular judicial overstatement. But the sense of
Justice Clark's judgment is that the legal order, if it is to function,
must command the respect of the people . Those at the visible front
line of the administration of justice are the police . If they are seen
to be lawbreakers, the strength of that front line, in the sense
of public acceptance and support, will be seriously weakened . If
the courts then sanction official lawlessness, there is a further
erosion in public respect for the administration of justice. The
importance of public faith-of belief in and acceptance of the legal
order-cannot be overestimated. The majority of citizens obey
the law not because they are deterred by the sanctions for its
breach, but because they share a sense of the rightness of the
patterns of conduct enforced by the criminal law. It is vital that
's' For an excellent discussion of the pros and cons of the exclusionary
rule see Paulsen, The Exclusionary Rule and Misconduct by the Police in
Sowle, Police Power and Individual Freedom (1962) .'ea Wolf v. Colorado, supra, footnote 94, at p. 44, per Mr. Justice
Murphy (dissenting) .
169 Supra, footnote 94.
"'Ibid ., at p. 659, per Mr . Justice Clark.
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this shared moral sense, and consequent moral stigma that attaches
to a breach of the law, not be weakened by the law itself ."" Law
and order was the central domestic issue in the recent American
presidential election . Our television sets daily bring us scenes
of clashes between the police and various elements of the populace
in almost every country of the West. If the police, supported by
the courts, are seen to be unchecked and beyond the law, this
process of breakdown will surely accelerate . This is particularly so
when it is appreciated that those who are most often clashing
with the police are those whom the legal order normally depends
upon for support-middle class students, workers and profes-
sionals . In our short term passion for increased law enforcement,
we must be careful that we do not do long term damage to the
fabric of society . Viewed in this perspective, Justice Clark's con-
clusion is not as overstated as it might first appear to be .
Apart from not involving the court in unlawful acts, the ex-
clusionary rule is said to have an emphasis forward-to act as a
deterrent to further unlawful conduct . "The rule is calculated to
prevent, not to repair.""' Does the exclusionary rule in the United
States act as a deterrent? . .. There is little evidence either way,
and the matter may be impossible of measurement . But if there are
to be exclusionary rules, there must be concern with the realities
and demands of police work and the effect, if any, of judicial
decisions on police practices . Unfortunately, the judges know as
little about what policing really consists of as the average con-
stable knows about judicial decision-making . Yet the court must
set standards that will be understood and adhered to by the police .
This assumes, of course, that these standards are communicated to
each police officer and that he is educated in the requirements of
the law . This process of communication and the educative func-
tion that must be assumed by those who direct our police de-
partments, is a vital and difficult subject that is beyond the scope
of this article . But it must be appreciated that judicial rules will
not by themselves affect police conduct .
The need for the courts to set standards that are meaningful
and can be adhered to by the police suggests that the Scottish rule
"I Weiler, The Control of Police Arrest Practices : Reflections of a Tort
Lawyer, in Linden, Studies for Canadian Tort Law (1968), p. 416, at p. 421 .
172 Elkins v. United States (1960), 364 U.S . 206, at p. 217.
"7s The problem is evaluated in Lafave, Improving Police Performance
Through the Exclusionary Rule (1965), 30 Mo . L. Rev. 391 and 566. See
also Lafave and Remington. Controlling the Police : The Judge's Role in
Making and Reviewing Law Enforcement Decisions (1964-65), 63 Mich. L.
Rev. 987.
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of discretion is preferable to the American rule of absolute ex-
clusion . The criminal should not go free because the constable
has blundered, to paraphrase Justice Cardozo's famous aphorism .
ut evidence should be excluded if there has been a deliberate
violation of the law (as in M'Govern or Steinberg) or if the police
conduct is otherwise excessive. But where there has been a "blun-
der" there is no need to exclude, as for instance where an item
is seized that is beyond the terms of the warrant . Indeed one
wonders at the need for exclusion in Laurie v. Muir1°4 where
the inspectors acted in good faith . Such a judicial line between
deliberate, excessive conduct and an overstepping of the boundary,
sets a standard that can be readily understood and adhered to by
the police .
The Supreme Court of Canada has never had the question
of the admission of illegally obtained evidence before it for de-
termination. Some of the judges, in obiter, have indicated ac
ceptance of the Kuruma rule of admissibility . That rule is a judicial
rule of evidence that like all such rules can be changed by the
judiciary to meet changing circumstance . The House of Lords
may some day change the Kuruma rule as it recently changed the
evidentiary rule with respect to Crown privilege in the production
of documents." The Supreme Court should give expression to its
responsibility in the administration of criminal justice in Canada
by abandoning the Kuruma rule and adopting the Scottish rule
of discretion .
The Telephone Acts
One federal and five provincial statutes"' prohibit or restrain
interference with telephone equipment . The Alberta.. and Mani-
toba"' statutes contain the only provisions that can be said to be
" Supra, footnote 142 .
175 Conway v. Riminer, [1968] 2 W.L.R. 998 (H.L .) .l's An Act to Incorporate the Bell Telephone Company of Canada, S.C.,
1880, c . 43, s. 25 ; The Alberta Government Telephones Act, S.A ., 1958,
c . 85, ss 22, 23 ; The Manitoba Telephone Act, supra, footnote 76, ss 36,
37 ; The Telephone Act, supra, footnote 97, ss 111-112 ; The Telegraph and
Telephone Company Act, R.S.Q ., 1964, c . 286, ss 23, 24 ; The Rural Tele-
phone Act, R.S .1V .S ., 1954, c. 255, s . 44 .
1°° Ibid ., s . 23(1) " . . . no person shall use any device . . . for the pur-
pose of intercepting and listening to messages passing through a telephone.
." City of Edmonton By-law 2295 (The Telephone By-law) affows wire-
tapping by the Edmonton police where a warrant has been granted by a
magistrate . This apparent violation of the provincial Act is justified on the
ground that the Edmonton telephone system is owned by the city and not
by the Alberta Telephone Commission to which the Act refers .
"e"Supra, footnote 176, s . 37(2) "No person in the province shall use
any recording equipment to record messages transmitted along, over, or
through the lines or wires of the system . . ." .
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directed at wiretapping. But as Mr . Justice Freedman commented
in Foll,''9 the illegally obtained evidence rule would permit the
admission of evidence obtained in contravention of a statute.
Prosecution under any of the statutes appears an unlikely possi-
bility . Moreover, their minimal penalties are hardly a deterrent.
I know of no official report of any such prosecutions . A story in
a Toronto newspaper reported that the only prosecution relating
to wiretapping in Canada was of a Hamilton detective who was
fined $25.00 under the Ontario Telephone Act in 1963.' 8° Pro-
vincial telephone legislation is not the place to look for a solution
to the wiretapping problem .
England
The power of the police to intercept communications in Eng-
land was made the subject of a Privy Council inquiry in 1957.78'
The incident which led to the inquiry was the police recording of
telephone conversations between a prominent underworld figure
and a lawyer named Marrinan . The Home Secretary forwarded
the tape to the Bar Council which was investigating Marrinan's
conduct . The subsequent concern over police use of electronic
eavesdropping led to the appointment of the Birkett Committee .
In a letter to the Metropolitan Police in 1951, the Home
Office had indicated the principles on which it acted in granting
warrants to intercept communications . The reason for the letter
was an increase in applications and an increase in rejections by
the Home Office . ' 82 The letter said that interception was "an in-
herently objectionable" procedure ; that "the power to stop letters
and intercept telephone calls must be used with great caution" ;
and that it must be regarded as "an exceptional method" . Three
conditions were laid down that had to be satisfied before a war-
rant could be issued : ..
1 . The offence must be really serious .
2 . Normal methods of investigation must have been tried and
failed, or must, from the nature of things, be unlikely to
succeed if tried .
3 . There must be good reason to think that an interception
would result in a conviction .
77s Supra. footnote 42 .
"'The Star Weekly, March 6th, 1965 .
I" Report of the Committee of Privy Councillors Appointed to Inquire
into the Interception of Communications, Cmd 283 (1957) . (hereinafter
cited as the Birkett Report) ."' Ibid ., p. 17 .113 Ibid .
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The Birkett Report particularly stressed that the Home Office's
internal procedures insured that warrants would only be granted
if they complied with the above conditions . A request for a
warrant could only be sent to the Biome Office by the Chief of
the authority concerned (police, customs and excise, security serv-
ice) or his deputy . All applications were reviewed by senior officers
in the Criminal Department . If the application was approved it was
sent to the Permanent Under-Secretary of State. If he considered
that a sufficient case had been made out he sent it to the Secretary
of State for his decision . All the Secretaries of State since 1939
testified that they gave close personal attention to every request
for a warrant."'
A further letter was sent to the police by the Home Office
in 1956 drawing attention to an increase in warrants granted and
the need to keep applications to a minimum. As a result the
Metropolitan Police established a more effective system of review
and brought about an increase in the proportion of arrests to
warrants ."' The number of interceptions authorized dropped from
241 in 1955 to 159 in 195.6 ." 6 In 1957, to the date of the Report,
every interception but one led to an arrest."'
The Report rejected a suggestion that warrants should be
issued only on a sworn information before a magistrate or a High
Court judge. If a number of judicial officers had the power to
grant warrants, the control over their issue would be weakened .
Strict maintenance of controls was necessary to insure that inter-
ception was limited to the use for which it was intended ."'
The Report stressed that electronic surveillance as strictly
regulated by the Home Office was not equivalent to the general
search that had been condemned by Lord Camden in Entick v.
Carrington."' ". . . the exercise of the power to intercept communi-
cations by the Secretary of State has never been regarded as a
general power, but as a power carefully restricted to special and
well-defined circumstances and purposes, and hedged about with
clearly formulated rules and subject to very special safeguards."190
As a result, the majority Report did not recommend any further
safeguards ."'
The Report did contain a number of important recommenda-
tions. Among these were that there be a monthly review of out-
standing warrants ; that. warrants should only be valid for a defined
,84 Ibid., p. 18 . "s Ibid . las Ibid., p. 41 . 1" Ibid ., p . 25 .lea Ibid., p . 20 . 189 Supra, footnote 83 ."o Birkett Report, op. cit ., footnote 181, p . 31 .
"1 Ibid .
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period (normally one month) ; and that full records setting out
the details and history of each warrant should be kept at the Home
Office,."-
A reservation was entered by one of the three members of
the committee, Patrick Gordon Walker. He was of the opinion that
new and stricter standards should be set, particularly in regard
to the detection of crime . Wiretapping should be confined to ex-
treme and urgent cases such as when "a dangerous criminal or
lunatic" who is likely to commit violence was at large . Such a
standard would mean that interception "would in practice cease
to be used for long periods of time"."' Mr. Walker contended
that the adoption of his standard would not seriously impede
the police efforts to fight crime . Figures for "certain recent years"
showed that "the number of arrests made by the Metropolitan
Police as the result of interceptions was 0.13 per cent of the total
number of arrests for indictable offences" ."'
The Home Office control of electronic surveillance is a neat
and peculiarly English solution to the problem. There is every
reason to believe that it works in practice in the sense that lawful
wiretapping is kept to an essential minimum, and the police do
not resort to it on their own motion . But crime, the police, and
government regulation of law enforcement are very different things
in England than they are in Canada, and we should be careful of
assuming that what is an effective solution there would also be
one here.
Canadian police work, to a large extent, is directed towards
gambling, narcotics, liquor offences and prostitution . Search war-
rants and electronic surveillance are used extensively with respect
to these crimes . Moreover, this is the most difficult type of crime
to fight as there are no complainants . Those who become involved
do so, for the most part, of their own volition . Hence the telling
phrase "crimes without victims" ."' As with any commodity that a
sizeable element of the population wants, there must be an eco-
nomic organization to supply it . In this case, the suppliers are
known generically as organized crime . Thus the innocuous crimes
of gambling, bootlegging and prostitution, and the personal tragedy
of narcotic addiction, take on a larger and more sinister signifi-
cance . Police enforcement is marginally effective against the con-
Ibid., p . 37 . "1 Ibid ., p. 39 . 194 Ibid.
ass Schur . Crimes Without Victims : Deviant Behavior and Public Policy
(1965) ; Skolnick, Coercion to Virtue : The Enforcement of Morals (1968),
41 S . Calif. L. Rev . 588 .
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sumers, and almost ineffective against the large suppliers. The
result is a good deal of "extra-legal" harassment (including elec-
tronic surveillance) of the offenders by the police and contempt
for the law by both sides.
In England, by contrast, gambling, narcotics, liquor and pros-
titution form an insignificant part of police work. This is because
they are not all crimes, because of different social attitudes, and
because of different social solutions to such problems as narcotic
addiction. Absent the problem of illicit consumption there is no
need for an illicit supply organization . Thus organized crime, as
that term is understood in forth America, is almost unknown in
England. Search warrants in England are , used primarily in con-
nexion with stolen goods and electronic surveillance is similarly
used in the attempt to control robbery."'
Most importantly, public control of the police, public attitudes
towards them, and police attitudes towards the public are very
different in the two countries."' In England the Home Office is
responsible for, and answerable in Parliament about, the conduct
of the police. In a unitary state with a relatively homogeneous
population where the Home Office, Parliament, Scotland Yard and
the national newspapers are centered within a short distance of
each other in the capital city, this control not only is, but is seen
to be, a reality of government . In Canada, on the other hand, part-
time police commissions with a changing makeup of members
with no particular expertise are the ostensible controllers . The
reality, and it is seen by the public to be the reality, is that the
police are self-controlling and that internal administrative disci-
pline, insofar as it does control, is the only real control. The respect
for civil rights by the police in the two countries is also very dif-
ferent. This, in large part, is probably due to the different crime
control function, outlined above, that each carries out. Moreover,
a heterogeneous, unsettled, immigrant population confronts the
police with a very different set of problems and public attitudes
than does a homogeneous, settled population . Respect for civil
rights is reflected back in civic respect for the police. Law break-
ing by the police, for which they are largely unanswerable, is re-
flected back not only in disrespect for the police but in a lack of
faith in the entire legal order. The very real differences in crime, the
iss For a discussion of these points see Karlen, Anglo-American Crimi-
nal Justice (1967), pp . 97-100 and 129-134.
x" For a comparative analysis of the relationship between the police
and the public in the United States and England see Banton, The Policeman
in the Community (1965) .
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police and public control between England and Canada should
make us cautious of automatically adopting English solutions .
United States of America
The history of the legality of electronic surveillance in America
is primarily written in bitterly divided decisions of the Supreme
Court between 1925 and 1967 . The basic issue was whether wire
tapping and eavesdropping were prohibited by the Fourth Amend-
ment's guarantee against unreasonable search and seizure . The
polar cases are Ohnstead"8 which in 1928 decided that they were
not, and Katz . . . which in 1967 decided that they were . Between
Ohnstead and Katz there was legislation which attempted, unsuc-
cessfully, to prohibit interception, and following Katz there was
legislation which allows interception subject to safeguards . How
the new legislation, which was passed in June, 1968, will fare in
the Supreme Court remains to be seen .
In Ohnstead the court ruled that wiretapping was not uncon-
stitutional as the Fourth Amendment protected only tangible
property and only against physical invasions and trespass . The
tapped wires were outside the house and the Fourth Amendment
did not extend to "projected voices" ."' Thus wiretapping, and the
admission in federal courts of evidence gathered thereby, was
allowed . Justice Holmes and Brandeis wrote two now famous
dissents .
Justice Holmes forever branded wiretapping "a dirty busi-
ness""' and attempted to balance the conflicting issues raised :
The desire to detect criminals against the policy that the govern
ment should not be seen to be a violator of its own laws . "We have
to choose, and for my part I think it a less evil that some criminals
should escape than that the Government should play an ignoble
part . "202 Justice Brandeis argued that the reach of the Fourth
Amendment could not be frozen to cover only those intrusions
that were in the minds of the framers at the time the Constitution
was drafted . "They conferred, as against the Government, the
right to be let alone-the most comprehensive of rights and the
right most valued by civilized men . To protect that right, every un-
justifiable intrusion by the Government upon the privacy of the
"s Olrnstead v. United States (1928), 277 U.S . 438 ."s Katz v. United States (1967), 389 U.S . 347 .zoo Otn7stead v . United States, supra, footnote 198, at p . 463 .s°' Ibid ., at p . 470.
=°- Ibid . The wiretapping in Olrnstead had been in violation of the law
of the State of Washington .
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individual, whatever the means employed, must be deemed a
violation of the Fourth Amendment."203
Olmstead was vigorously criticized and Congress debated but
did not pass, specific legislation outlawing wiretapping. In 1934
the Federal Communications Act. .. was passed . Section 605, which
was not even debated, contained the following provision:
[N]o person not being authorized by the sender shall intercept any
communication and divulge or publish the existence, contents, substance,
purport, effect, or meaning of such intercepted communication to any
person. . . .
The Supreme Court used section 605 in Nardone... in 1938 to
reverse a conviction in which part of the evidence, was based on
intercepted telephone conversations. In an opinion that reflected
the spirit of the dissents of Holmes and Brandeis in Olmstead, the
court interpreted "no person" to include federal agents, and the
prohibition of divulgence "to any person" to preclude admissibility
in a federal court."'
On the re-trial the accused were again convicted. The case
reached the Supreme Court a second time"' on the important
issue of what use the prosecution had made of the intercepted
messages that were inadmissible. In reversing once again, the
court extended the prohibition of section 605 to evidence gathered
as a result of knowledge gained from illegal wiretaps . The de-
fendant had the right to examine the Government about use made
of wiretap recordings . To prohibit the admission of wiretap evi-
dence but to allow wiretap knowledge to be used to gather ad-
missible evidence would be to nullify the intent of the section
which was to prohibit wiretapping.
Three subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court, and the
Justice Department's own interpretation of section 605, soon di-
luted the effect of the Nardone cases . The Justice Department
interpreted "intercept . . . and divulge" as a single prohibition ; that
is you could intercept as long as you did not divulge."' Federal
. .. Ibid., at p . 478 .'0' Communications Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 1103 (1964), 47 U.S.C., s .
605.
'01 Nardone v . United States (1937), 302 U.S . 379 .. . . Westin, The Wire-Tapping Problem : An Analysis and a Legislative
Proposal (1952), 52 Col . L. Rev . 165, at p . 175 . Professor Westin's article
contains a more detailed analysis of the legal history of wiretapping in the
United States to 1952 .2°'Nardone v. United States (1939), 308 U.S . 338 .
2°' Statement of Attorney General Robert L. Jackson, Hearings on H.R.
2266 and H.R . 3099 before Subcommittee No. 1 of the House Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, 77th Cong., 1st Sess . 18 (1941) .
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agents have since relied on that internal ruling of 1941 to wiretap
extensively .`°y
In Goldman" l° the court opened a wide door to eavesdropping
by holding that there was neither an "interception" nor a "com-
munication" within section 605 where one side of a telephone con
versation was recorded by a listening device placed on the wall of
an adjoining room . (As in Olmstead, there was no trespass on the
accused's property .) In Goldstein 211 the Supreme Court opened the
door further by holding that one not a party to tapped conversa-
tions had no standing to object to their use by federal agents . In
Sclnvart--" the court held that section 605 did not prohibit state
officers from using wiretap evidence in state proceedings . The
result of these judicial and executive rulings was that electronic
surveillance was virtually unchecked in the United States until the
decision in Katti21~ in 1967 .
By the time of the decision in Silverntan2" in 1961, it was
becoming clear that the Supreme Court was moving towards a
broader theory of privacy in interpreting the Fourth Amendment .
The decision itself was perfectly consistent with Olmstead . The
listening device (a spike mike) had been pushed through the wall
of an adjoining house until it touched the heating duct of the ac-
cused's home . Thus the element that was missing in Olmstead,
trespass, was present and the Fourth Amendment was applied to
exclude the evidence. But Mr. Justice Stewart's language presaged
his decision six years later in Katz . "Inherent Fourth Amendment
rights", he said, "are not inevitably measurable in terms of ancient
niceties of tort or real property law". 215
In Katz, Federal Bureau of Investigation agents had attached
a listening device to the outside of a public telephone booth from
which the accused made his calls . There had been no physical
entrance into the area occupied by the accused and it was assumed
that Olmstead would apply to admit the evidence . In sweeping
aside the trespass argument, Mr. Justice Stewart construed the
20° Westin, op. cit., footnote 26, at pp . 172-174.
Goldman v. United States ( 1942), 316 U.S . 129.
211 Goldstein v. United States (1942), 316 U.S . 114.
212 Schwartz v. United States (1952), 344 U.S . 199. In Benanti v. United
States (1957), 355 U.S . 96, the Supreme Court excluded from the federal
courts wiretap evidence obtained by state officials pursuant to a New York
statute. Schwartz was distinguished as dealing with a state rule of evidence .
213 Supra. footnote 199.
="Silverman V. United States (1960), 365 U.S. 505. A judicial theory
of a right to privacy was enunciated four years later in Griswold v. Con-
necticut (1965), 381 U.S. 479.
"IIbid ., at p. 511.
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Fourth Amendment in terms that are certain to be quoted often
in the future . "[T]he Fourth Amendment", he said, "protects
people not places . . . . what a person seeks to preserve as private,
even in an area accessible to the public, may be constitutionally
protected"."' Olmstead and Goldman"' were thus overruled, and
Brandeis' theory of the Fourth Amendment as a guarantor of a
broad right of privacy was adopted. Electronic eavesdropping will
only be permissible if it has been judicially authorized under
proper standards and safeguards."' Just how stringent these stan-
dards are will be discussed later in this article.
III Electronic Surveillance : Crime and Public Policy .
The justifications for electronic surveillance reduce themselves to
one overriding consideration: crime control. This justification has
three faces. The first is that crime is on the increase and we need
every reasonable technique at our command to combat it . The
second Js that it is needed to fight organized crime-the Mafia-
which presents the police with very different problems than does
the individual criminal . The third is that the criminal will use the
new technology to aid his endeavours and the police should not be
handicapped by having its use denied to them .
Prominent public officials and many judicial officers have put
the demands of crime control foremost in considering electronic
surveillance . The President-elect of the United States stated that
"[I] would use the wiretapping devices in order to get at the heart
of the organized crime problem" .219 In his Report, Judge Sargent,
after extensive reference to American material said : . . .
One would be living in a fool's paradise if he did not consider that
organized crime will move or attempt to move into Canada. . . . the
police should be provided with the very best means of carrying out
their duties . The use of these [electronic] devices . . . should be con-
trolled, but not so strictly that the authorities in pursuing an investiga-
tion are unduly hampered .
An unsigned editorial in The Ontario Magistrates Quarterly was
unstinting in its support of police use of wiretapping : ...
.16 Katz v. United States, supra, footnote 199, at pp . 351-352 .
"'Supra, footnote 210 . As Katz is based on the Fourth Amendment,
the decision, following Mapp v. Ohio, supra, footnote 94, is applicable
to both state and federal proceedings .
"'Berger v. New York (1967), 388 U.S . 41 ; Osborn v. United States
(1966), 385 U.S . 323 ...'Interview with Richard Nixon, Toronto Star, Oct . 28th, 1965, p . 7 ...6 Sargent Report, op. cit., footnote 9, pp . 43 and 49 ...1 (1968), 5 Ontario Magistrates Quarterly, editorial page . Magistrate
S. Tupper Bigelow of Toronto is the editor .
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[T]he police are well justified in using it if they are to try to combat the
rising crime rate . . . . Professional criminals . . . are using electronic
devices . . . so why should the police be hamstrung by unrealistic and
crime-producing restrictions on their activities in detecting crime? . . .
What I think we should do is get the crime rate down. And if wire-
tapping will do it, that suits me very well, and should likewise suit all
law-abiding citizens .
New York City District Attorney Frank Hogan has been a con-
sistent supporter of wiretapping : 222
[I] believe, as repeatedly I have stated, that telephone interception, pur-
suant to court order and under proper safeguards, is the single most
valuable and effective weapon in the arsenal of law enforcement, par-
ticularly in the battle against organized crime.
Some questions must be asked with respect to the above
opinions . What is organized crime? Does it exist in Canada? What
kind of crimes does organized crime primarily participate in?
Would electronic surveillance be an effective method o£ combatting
them? As to crime generally, is there really an increasing crime
rate? If so, are any particular groups in society committing more
crimes? If so, what crimes are they committing and would elec-
tronic surveillance be effective in combatting them? Is it possible,
both as to organized crime and the increase in crime, that we
should be looking for some solutions outside the criminal law
sytem?
Organized Critne
Organized crime is simply the application of corporate princi-
ples to the business of crime . It is sound economics and politics
to aggregate human and physical resources into large organiza
tions that provide central management and control, a division of
labour. and prudent allocation of profits . In the United States,
the Mafia or Cosa Nostra, is the monopolistic crime corporation .
Its illegal activities are primarily supplying gambling, narcotics,
women, money and liquor to willing customers."' It is now said
to be plowing its huge profits into legitimate businesses. All these
crimes are, as noted above, crimes without victims, and for that
reason are almost impossible to combat . All these crimes involve
imposing someone's idea of morality on somebody who has a dif-
ferent idea . It is "coercion to virtue""' through the law . If the
222 (1967), Subcommittee on Criminal Laws and Procedures of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 90th Cong., 1st Sess . 1093 .
223 President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice Report, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (1967), pp. 187-
209. See also Task Force Report : Organized Crime (1967) .
2 .4 Skolnick, op . cit ., footnote 195.
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criminal sanction is of little utility in these areas is it not time we
stopped to ask exactly what functions the criminal sanction can
perform, and which ones we really want it to perform? ... Is it not
particularly urgent that we ask this question if in the attempt to
legislate morality we have spawned an infinitely worse evil-
organized crime?
There is no doubt that organized crime exists in the United
States . There is little, if any, evidence that it exists in Canada .
The testimony of law enforcement officials is that it does not
though individuals or groups may have connexions with the
organization in the United States . The Assistant Commissioner of
the Ontario Provincial Police said recently that the Mafia had
part control of betting on sports events in Ontario but had no
control over the events themselves."' Commissioner Graham
said there is contact between two United States Mafia families
and criminals in .Ontario, "but it could not be said with any
certainty what influence they had on the Ontario crime scene. . . ...
There are undoubtedly Mafia connexions in Canada and some
Mafia money is probably invested in Canada,"' but organized
crime, as that term is understood in the United States does not
exist here .
In 1961 there was a public inquiry into crime in Ontario."'
The Commissioner, after an investigation that included extensive
consultation with the Royal Canadian Mounted Police, Ontario
Provincial Police, metropolitan police chiefs, and the United States
Attorney General's Organized Crime and Racketeering Section,
concluded that ". . . there has never been . . . any syndicated
crime in this Province . . ." z2° The Commissioner did say that there
was organized crime in gambling, but by this he meant not that
the Mafia was operating, but that a group of men had joined
forces to control gambling in Ontario. "[T]here was no evidence
before me that it [the Mafia] does subsist or that any of the activi-
ties of those engaged in organized crime were in any way associ-
ated with the Mafia.""' The Commissioner stressed that it was
the co-operation of law-abiding citizens who wanted to place a
bet that allowed what organized crime there was to flourish . He
quoted the then United States Attorney General Robert Kennedy
"s See Packer, The Limits of the Criminal Sanction (1968) .
228 Toronto Globe and Mail, Nov . 1st, 1968, p . 5 .
227Ibid. 228Ibid.
229 Ontario, Report of the Inquiry Into Organized Crime
(1961) .
230 Ibid., p. 357 . 231 Ibid., p . 364 .
in Ontario
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to the effect that if the public stopped placing bets they would
"bring organized crime down to size quicker than all the combined
efforts of the federal and local law-enforcement agencies" . 2.32
Surely such a conclusion should cause us to ask some basic
questions about what is a crime and the efficacy of the criminal
sanction . 233
Even with organized crime being the enormous problem it
is in the United States, the President's Commission on Law En-
forcement was divided on the question of using electronic sur
veillance to combat it . 2" The majority recommended its use sub-
ject to "stringent limitations" ."' The minority felt that without a
"searching inquiry" into electronic surveillance there was "in-
sufficient basis to strike this balance against the interests of
privacy"."' In Canada, where there is nothing remotely approach-
ing the same problem, the spectre of organized crime ought not
to be raised to frighten the public and Parliament into authoriz-
ing wiretapping . Authorized wiretapping would produce exactly
what it does now-the odd conviction of a bookmaker as in Stein-
berg in Canada, or as in Goldman, Goldstein, Silverman and Kat<,
in the United States, without making any significant difference to
illegal gambling . The possible loss of a few convictions (if indeed
any would be lost ; as in Steinberg, conventional methods of
gathering evidence might be quite sufficient) is not reason enough
to introduce electronic surveillance with its great threat to privacy
and personal security .
Crime Rates
There is an increase in the absolute number of crimes in both
Canada and the United States . In 1941 there were 528 indictable
offences in Canada per 100,000 population . In 1951 the number
had dropped to 422 per 100,000 ; in 1961 it had risen to 608,
and for 1966 it stood at 615.23' But to take camparative figures
of the absolute number of crimes per 100,000 of population with-
out considering the increase in population and the age makeup of
that increase can be seriously misleading. Criminal statistics in
both Canada and the United States tell us that crime has always
been committed in disproportionate amounts by those in the six-
teen to twenty-five year old group. The post-war baby boom has
232 Ibid ., p . 363, quoting from Kennedy, The Baleful Influence of Gam-
bling, The Atlantic Monthly, April, 1962 .
233 Packer, op . cit . . footnote 225 . .34 Op. cit ., footnote 223, p . 203 .",'Ibid. 2315 Ibid .
237 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, Statistics of Criminal and Other
Offences, 1941, 1951, 1961, 1966 .
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meant that the proportion of the young in our society has been
increasing rapidly. Moreover, the young have not gotten any better,
they still commit a disproportionate amount of the crime.
The increase in the amount of crime, however, is greater than
the increase in the proportion of young people in the population,
which means that crime really is increasing. But the President's
Commission estimated that at least one-half the increase in crime
is due to demographic change."' "Commission studies based on
1960 arrest rates indicate that between 1960 and 1965 about
40 to 50 per cent of the total increase in the arrests reported . . .
could have been expected as the result of increases in population
and changes in the age composition of the population." Canadian
statistics tell a similar story.
By taking 1950 as the base year of 100 we see that the crime
rate for those other than in the younger groups is actually de-
creasing . Crimes against property without violence in 1966 had
risen fifty-three per cent for the sixteen-seventeen year old group
and dropped eleven per cent for the thirty-five-thirty-nine year old
group. Malicious offences against property rose sixty-three per
cent in the eighteen-nineteen year old group and dropped twenty-
three per cent in the thirty-five-thirty-nine year old group. The only
increase in the thirty-five-thirty-nine year old group in 1966 was
a six per cent rise in crimes against property with violence . The
increases in the same crimes for the sixteen-seventeen and eighteen-
nineteen year old groups were fifty-seven per cent and twenty-
four per cent respectively."' It should be noted that the crimes that
are increasing are against property-that is, theft, robbery and
breaking and entering. Things are apt to get worse before they
get better as another large increase in the sixteen-twenty-four year
old group in the population is indicated in the next few years.
The following Table gives an informative picture of serious
crime (indictable offences) in Canada today :
PERSONS CONVICTED OF INDICTABLE OFFENCES
FOR SELECTED AGE GROUPS, 1966
RATE PER 100,000 POPULATION. D.B .S .
"I Op . cit., footnote 223, p. 28 .
,239 Dominion Bureau of Statistics, 1966 statistics .
AGE GROUPS
Offence Class 16-17 18-19 35-39 40-44
MALES
Against the Person 100 209 80 68
Against Property with Violence 593 443 37 24
Against Property without Violence 1,032 910 188 162
What do the statistics tell us about the increase in crime
and the police demand for electronic surveillance to cope with
it? They tell us, I suggest, that electronic surveillance will have no
effect on the increasing propensity of an increasing number of
young people to commit crimes, particularly against property .
Car theft, theft, robbery and breaking and entering will hardly be
amenable to prevention or solution by electronic listening. It
probably is an effective device with respect to professional thieves
who need to make contact with the professional "fences" . But it
is a serious matter when we let the police delude us, probably
because we want to be deluded, into believing that the increase
in crime can be handled by more efficient police methods . The
hard truth may be that we can do nothing in terms of the ad-
ministration of the criminal law that will make any significant
difference to the increasing crime rate . If that is so, then perhaps
we had better start asking some different questions about what
is crime, who is a criminal, and what is the nature of the society
that fosters them?
To sum up, whether one is concerned about organized crime
or the increase in crime, the case for electronic surveillance in
Canada has not been made out . "The core of the argument of
necessity [for electronic surveillance] is no more than this : in
some cases wiretapping may be the easiest way to secure evi-
dence . . . . It is conceivable that enforcement people are fascinated
by wiretapping somewhat in disregard of rational considerations
of cost . There is a certain satisfaction in being the unseen viewer,
the unknown overhearer of the private exchanges of others . . . .
[This] may be the easy way to enforce the law, but the experi-
ence of centuries shows that convenience of the police is not
synonymous with public interest or necessity.""'
No two public officials have been more concerned with the
problems of crime than President Johnson and his Attorney
General, Ramsey Clark . Yet both have been strongly opposed to
legalized wiretapping . In his state of the Union address in 1967,
the President stated :241
We should protect what Justice Brandeis called the "right most valued
24° Schwartz, On Current Proposals to Legalize Wire Tapping (1954-
55), 103 U. Pa . L. Rev. 157, at pp . 160-161.
241 (1968), 7 U.S. Code Congressional and Administrative News 1755 .
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Malicious Offences against Property 60 57 8 6
Other Criminal Code 75 119 48 37
Other Federal Statutes 1 6 5 3
(including Narcotic Control Act)
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by civilized men"-the right to privacy . We should outlaw all wire-
tapping-public and private-wherever and whenever it occurs, ex-
cept when the security of the Nation itself is at stake-and then only
with the strictest safeguards . We should exercise the full reach of our
constitutional powers to outlaw electronic "bugging" and "snooping" .
Attorney General Clark stressed that wiretapping is not a panacea
for crime :"
Public safety will not be found in wiretapping . Security is to be found
in excellence in law enforcement, in Courts and in corrections . . . .
Nothing so mocks privacy as the wiretap and electronic surveillance .
They are incompatible with a free society . Only the most urgent need
can justify wiretapping and other electronic surveillance. Proponents
of authorization have failed to make a case-much less meet the heavy
burden of proof our values require . Where is the evidence that this is
an efficient police technique? Might not more crime be prevented and
detected by other uses of the same manpower without the large scale,
unfocused intrusions on personal privacy that electronic surveillance.
involves?
IV . Electronic Surveillance : Statutory Solution .
I have argued that the case for electronic surveillance has not
been made out. In the shifting balance between the requirements
of public order and the right to personal freedom, the scales tip
in this instance to the individual . In a time when crime has become
a major public issue, we are prone to grant the police the powers
they claim they need to protect us . But it is at just such a time
that we should be most careful to scrutinize the validity of such
claims . For there are many powers we deny to the police that, if
granted, would undoubtedly increase their efficiency . Yet we
withhold the grant, not because we wish to hamper law enforce-
ment, but because there are values we place above efficient police
work . In the instant case the right to privacy-"the right most
valued by civilized men"-should take precedence over the unsub-
stantiated claims that electronic surveillance would be an effective
aid to crime control . Given the gross effects of such surveillance-
that it is an intrusion into the lives of all those who communicate
with the suspect as well as into his life, there would have to be
overwhelming evidence of its urgent need and efficacy before we
would be justified in authorizing its general use .
The likelihood, however, is that the federal government will
introduce legislation next year that will permit electronic inter-
ception in certain cases, and prohibit it in all others . If there is to
be legislation, careful consideration must be given to the crimes in
" Ibid ., at pp . 1754-1755 .
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which it is to be permitted, and the procedural safeguards that are
to surround its authorization and use . Once again the American
experience, both in the legislatures and the courts, provides some
useful guidelines .
In Berger,"' the United States Supreme Court considered the
Validity of a New York statute 244 which permitted electronic
eavesdropping subject to judicial authorization . An order to eaves
drop could only issue upon oath by a district attorney, the
attorney general, or any police officer above the rank of sergeant,
that there was reason to believe that evidence of a crime may be
obtained thereby . The person whose conversations were to be
overheard had to be described, the purpose of the surveillance
stated, and in the case of wiretapping, the telephone number
identified . The order had to specify the duration of the order "not
to exceed two months" . As in the case of search warrants, the
judge had power to examine on oath the applicant, and had to
satisfy himself of the existence of reasonable grounds on which
to grant the application .
The Supreme Court found the New York statute uncon-
stitutional on its face . The statute did not provide for the pro-
tective safeguards and judicial supervision that the Fourth Amend
ment required . The "indiscriminate use" of eavesdropping per-
mitted by the statute amounted to a general search . Neither the
crime nor the conversations sought had to be particularly des-
cribed. Merely naming the person without "particularly describ-
ing" the conversations to be seized, gave the police a roving
commission to seize any and all conversations . Authorization for a
two-month period was the equivalent of a series of searches and
seizures pursuant to a single showing of probable cause . No term-
ination date was placed on the authorization once the conversation
sought was seized. Finally, the statute did not provide for return
of the warrant, leaving the subsequent use of the seized conversa-
tions of innocent as well as of guilty parties to the discretion
of the police .
The court contrasted the New York statute with its decision
in Osborne" in which it upheld the judicial grant of a warrant
for eavesdropping . In Osborne, one Vick alleged by affidavit that
he had been approached by a lawyer to bribe a juror . A federal
judge authorized the Federal Bureau of Investigation to supply
Vick with a device to record further conversations with the lawyer
`43 Berger v . State of Neu, Fork (1967), 388 U.S . 41, 87 S.Ct . 1873 .
-`4 N.Y. Code Crim . Proc ., s . 813x . _4r> (1966), 385 U.S . 323 .
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in order to determine the truth of the allegations in the affidavit.
The order required a return showing how it was executed and
what was seized . Under these "precise and- discriminate" cir-
cumstances where one intrusion was authorized and executed
with dispatch and a return made, the court held the requirements
of the Fourth Amendment had been met.
In Katz,246 the case which overruled Olmstead24' and held all
judicially unauthorized eavesdropping unconstitutional, the court
intimated that the facts and procedures involved would have met
the Osborne tests if there had been a judicial order. The eaves-
dropping was limited not only with respect to time and place, but
also to a specific person and specific conversations. Federal
Bureau of Investigation agents had established that Katz used
certain public telephones at one location at a certain time to trans-
mit bets . The listening device on the telephone booth was activated
by the agents only when Katz entered the booth. Only Katz's end
of the conversation was recorded and the bug was turned off
when he left ."' '
What the court has been attempting to do in these cases is to
set the same standards for search by electronics as it has set for
entry and search by police officers . As the cases indicate, this is
a very difficult thing to do as electronic surveillance is by its
nature almost always a general search .
Following Katz, Congress passed legislation, over the vigorous
objections of President Johnson and Attorney General Clark, that
authorizes electronic eavesdropping in specified crimes and outlaws
its use by private and public persons in all other instances."' As
Congress sought to meet the standards set by the Supreme Court,
it is worth considering the legislation in some detail . The important
points are as follows :
1 . Any person who intercepts or attempts to intercept any
oral or wire communication, except as authorized by the Act,
is liable to a fine of $10,000.00 or five years imprisonment,
or both . The same penalties are applicable to anyone who
manufactures, advertises, sells or possesses any device that
he knows is primarily useful for intercepting oral or wire
communications.250
246 Supra, footnote 199 . L4v Supra, footnote 198 .
248 Congressional and Administrative News, op . cit., footnote 241, at
p. 1750.
249 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Public Law
90-351, 82 Stat . 197 (1968), Title III, Wiretapping and Electronic Sur-
veillance .250 Ibid ., ss 2511, 2512 .
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2 . The Attorney General or any Assistant Attorney General
may apply to a federal judge for an order authorizing eaves-
dropping where such interception may provide evidence of
the following crimes :
a . Security crimes-treason, espionage, sabotage .
b . Murder, kidnapping, robbery and extortion .
c . Bribery, obstruction of justice, counterfeiting and bank-
ruptcy fraud .
d . Narcotics offences .
e . Conspiracy to commit any of the above offences."'
3 . The application for an order must be particular as to the
facts and circumstances relied upon by the applicant, the
offence, the place of interception, the type of communication
to be intercepted, the identity of the person whose com-
munications are to be intercepted, whether other investigative
techniques have been tried and failed, and the time for which
the interception is to be maintained."'
4 . The authorizing judge must be satisfied that there is prob-
able cause for belief that the crime has been committed or
is about to be committed, that communications concerning the
offence will be obtained, and that normal investigative techni-
ques have been tried and failed or appear unlikely to succeed
if tried."'
5 . The maximum authorization period is thirty days . Ex-
tensions may be granted in restricted circumstances . The judge
may require that reports be made to him showing what progress
has been made under the order . A record of all applications
made and orders granted must be kept for ten years."'
6 . All recordings made pursuant to an order must be returned
to the judge and sealed under his orders . The presence of the
seal is a prerequisite to the use or disclosure of a recording .`"
7 . Within a period not more than ninety days after an ap-
plication has been denied, or after the termination of an order,
the judge shall cause to be served on the person named in the
application an inventory that includes notice of the fact of the
ssi Ibid., s. 2516 . This list is only a partial one but it contains the main
offences and indicates the type of crime in which interception may be
authorized . The list of crimes for the states is broader and refers to "any
crime dangerous to life, limb, or property, and punishable by imprisonment
for more than one year".
251 Ibid ., s. 2518(1) . "'Ibid., s. 2518(3) .
L54 Ibid ., s. 2518(5), (6) and 8(b) . "'Ibid., s. 2518(8)(a) .
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application and its denial or approval, and whether com-
munications were or were not intercepted . Upon motion, the
judge may in his discretion make available to the party con-
cerned or his counsel such portions of the communications as
he determines to be in the interests of justice. Ten days notice
must be given before any intercepted communication may be
used in court."'
8. No communication that has been intercepted otherwise
than in accordance with the Act, and no evidence derived
therefrom, may be used in any trial, hearing or other pro-
ceeding."'
9. Once each year a full report of the number of applications
made, and orders granted or denied, must be made by the
Attorney General to Congress . The report must contain a
summary and analysis of the orders granted, the time periods
authorized, the crimes specified, the approximate number of
persons whose communications were intercepted, the number of
arrests resulting from interceptions, the number of trials and
the number of convictions resulting."'
10 . A civil cause of action is given against any person who
intercepts, discloses or uses any intercepted communications
otherwise than in accordance with the Act. An aggrieved
person may recover actual damages (not less than $100.00
per day of violation or $1,000.00 whichever is higher), puni-
tive damages, and an attorney's fee and costs."'
Whether the surveillance that may be authorized under the
Crime Control Act is so "narrowly circumscribed" as to meet the
constitutional standards set by the Supreme Court in Berger and
Katz remains to be seen. It may be that the section that authorizes
the continuance of an order for up to thirty days may be too
indiscriminate . Electronic surveillance for such a duration will
inevitably be a general search through a great many conversations,
and may be unconstitutional for that reason . Also the court has
emphasized that the conversation to be seized must be specifically
identified. The terms of the Crime Control Act allow for much
broader surveillance .
If there is to be wiretapping legislation in Canada it should,
at a minimum, contain each one of the prohibitions and protections
... Ibid., s. 2518(8)(d) and (9) .
257 Ibid., s. 2515 . ...Ibid., s . 2519 .
"' Ibid ., s . 2520 .
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of the Crime Control Act that have been noted above . The par-
ticular crimes to which authorization should extend should only be
decided after consultation between the chiefs of police and officials
of the Justice Department . If the police are to be expected to
conform to legislative standards, their voice should be heard in the
setting of those standards . If powers which they think they require
to fight crime are to be denied to them, it should only be after full
consultation and explanation. The major crimes listed in the Crime
Control Act provide a reasonable category of crimes in which
authorized eavesdropping may be urgently or uniquely required
for detection and to save lives . They are security cases, murder,
kidnapping, extortion, bribery, obstructing justice, and narcotics
trafficking (though not use or possession) .
The last point to be considered is the procedure for applica-
tion and authorization . Like many things in Canada, the best
solution is probably an amalgam of the English and American pro
cedures . The application for a warrant should be made by the
chief of the authority concerned or his deputy, to the provincial
Attorney General's department. If the officials in the department,
and then the Attorney General personally, approve the application,
the Attorney General should then apply to the Chief Justice of the
trial division, or a judge specifically authorized by him, for a
warrant to eavesdrop."' The Attorney General of each province
should forward an annual return to the federal Attorney General
containing a summary of the applications and orders similar to
that required by the Crime Control Act . The Federal Attorney
General should then table an annual consolidated summary in
Parliament . If it be objected that the above procedure is difficult,
the answer is that such an extraordinary police power as electronic
surveillance demands difficult procedures to ensure that it is not
lightly granted, and that uniform standards are maintained. Ap-
plication by a police officer before a justice of the peace as in
the case of search warrants, would be a totally unacceptable pro-
cedure that would inevitably lead to widespread use of wire-
tapping and eavesdropping .
" . . . we must understand, that the law enforcement net cannot
be tightened for the guilty without enmeshing the innocent ; that
decent law enforcement is possible without impairing the bulwarks
... Provision would have to be made for emergency situations in which
it was not possible, or there was not time, to follow the required proce-
dures. In every case, however, there should be judicial validation of the
warrant at some time.
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against injustice and tyranny ; and that the worth of a society will
eventually be reckoned not in proportion to the number of
criminals it crucifies, burns, hangs or imprisons, but rather by the
degree of liberty experienced by the great body of its citizenry."261
. . . Schwartz, op. cit., footnote 240, at p. 158.
